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PREFACE 

The eighth part of this series contains fifty half-tone plates, illustrating 

hieroglyphic texts on statues, stelae, stone sarcophagi, offering tables and a 

pyramidion, together with an introductory description which gives the texts in 

the printed characters. This method of publication replaces the reproduction of 

drawings and hand copies employed in Parts I-VII. 

The monuments from which these texts have been taken are either dated 

specifically, by reference in the text or by excavations, to the time of the XVIIIth 

Dynasty or can be assigned, on the grounds of style and epigraphy, to the time 

of the New Kingdom. The texts of historical importance are the inscriptions of 

Kames and Sennefer in the reign of Thothmes III (Plates IV—V). Amenhetep in 

the reign of Thothmes IV (Plate IX), Amenhetep III (Plate XIV), Merimes, 

viceroy of Nubia in the reign of Amenhetep III (Plate XX), and other officers of 

that Pharaoh (Plates XI-XIII), Tutankhamen (Plate XV), Herembeb (Plates 

XXVIIL-XXVIII). Exceptional interest for the study of religion attaches to the 

stele of Her and Suty (Plate XXI), frequently translated, of which a corrected 

text is here presented, to the statuette of Amenemheb (Plate XXX), in which the 

deceased harpist is presented playing his instrument to the words of the hymn 

to the sun inscribed below, to the stele of Mery-Amen (Plate XXXI), which shows 

Amen in the forms of ram and goose, and to the stele of Thothmes (Plate XXXIX), 

which contains an unusually elaborate prayer for blessings in the next world. 

The description of the plates has been written by Mr. I. E. S. Edwards, 

Assistant Keeper in the Department. 

SIDNEY SMITH. 

DEPARTMENT OF EGYPTIAN AND ASSYRIAN ANTIQUITIES. 

February 7th, 1939. 
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British Museum Quarterly, 1926 —. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES 

PLATE I No. 1511 

Offering-table of @|=|\\\i Tetaky (dtiky). Limestone. Length 43-5 cm. 

Width 40 cm. From Thebes. Reign of Aahmes I. Presented by the Earl of 

Carnarvon, 1910. 

The inscriptions, running in opposite directions, are incised on the outer rim 

of all four sides and on the ridge formed by the inner rim of the channel nearest 

to the spout. 

On outer rim: 

— Wes A Peas CSCI T VN 

eho Meo LEIS ES lege 

Oo WAS dcthyetie thy ele 13s FS hs 

OSes Pte oe OMe Sele 

On rim of channel: 

— SN 2 Feels s aU AS ade 

— oN 2 ye le cla US ale) iS 
Preservation. The outer rim is chipped, but the placing of the signs suggests 

that some of the damage may be prior to the cutting of the inscription. 

CARNARVON and CARTER, Five Years’ Excavation at Thebes, p. 21 (Pl. XII, 1). Porter & Moss, 

Topographical Bibliography 1, p. 59. 
: 

No. 1142 

Offering-table of (2 2) (=i—} Neb-pehty-Ra Aahmes (nb-phty-R° ith-ms). 

Pink granite. Length 62cm. Width 47-5cm. Height 22cm. From Karnak. 

Reign of Aahmes I. 

Two identical inscriptions, running in opposite directions, are incised vertically 

on the two ends and continue horizontally on one side only as far as the spout : 

WE SDS GE Lary 
1 The sign ‘ is a correction of an original J. 
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On each side of the spout is incised a kneeling figure with hands uplifted in an 
attitude of adoration. 

Preservation. The edges of the upper surface are slightly chipped. The 

placing of the figure on the right-hand side nearer to the spout than that on the 

left suggests that the block was broken before use. 

BupGe, Sculpture Guide, p. 99; HALL, Introductory Guide, p. 336. 

PLATE I No. 1708 

Fragment of a lintel. Limestone. Length 2m.17cm. Height 48cm. From the 
Bucheum, Armant. Reign of Aahmes I. Presented by Sir Robert Mond 

through the Egypt Exploration Society, 1929. 

The fragment, carved in sunk fuer 1S ae into two parallel scenes separated 

by a vertical column of inscription’ — % cio {{ KX SSNRF I). The inscriptions 
throughout are incised. 

On the right: The god Menthu receives offerings from King Aahmes I. 

The god, who is seated on a throne 7}, is falcon-headed and wears a long wig 

surmounted by a disk and two uraei, a bead collar and a short skirt with tail. 

In his right hand he holds } and in his left a sceptre |. In front of him is inscribed 
vertically : Sh» Off. The king, wearing the crown of Lower Egypt, a 7 

AVA 

bead collar By: short stiffened skirt (?), bears in each hand a bowl of "offerings. 

[ff vere 

Beneath the hands is an inscription in one vertical column: — &7?2os"@. Behind 
the king is a pillar, terminating in a papyrus flower, around which is entwined 

a serpent with | and 2. Behind the serpent are the signs °. At the sides of the 
pillar is inscribed vertically : ail Lae On the rele margin is inscribed, 
in one vertical column: —) os" Se 

Above him is an inscription in two vertical columns : —) 27% 

On the left: The figures of both the god and the kings are represented as in 
the right-hand scene, except that the objects $ and | which the god holds are in 
the opposite hands, and the king wears the crown of Upper Egypt. In front of 
the god is inscribed, in one vertical column: — %°%f _e,.4 24. Above the 

king is inscribed : 2 °ew Sx A Srane Srey rey ae. Beneath his hands is inscribed, in 

one vertical column: “ {tcy. Behind the king is a pillar, similar to the one in 
the right-hand scene, but with lily capital surmounted by a vulture with | and 
placed on the sign =. At the sides of the pillar is inscribed vertically : — |\fl 
(—) |}-m.FMs>o. On the left-hand margin is the same inscription as on the right, 
but written in the reverse direction ~. 

Preservation. The fragment consists of three pieces, of which the two on the 
left-hand side join. Between them and the third piece there is a small lacuna.? 
At the top and bottom portions of the stone have been cut away in antiquity. 

GLANVILLE, B.M.Q. IV, p. 77 (Pl. XLVIII); Monp and Myers, The Bucheum, I, p. 50 
(Pl. II, LIV, 1); Porter and Moss, Topographical Bibliography, VenDen lo: 

* Another parallel column of inscription may originally have been carved, but is now missing. 
* If the lacuna included a column of inscription as suggested, above (n. 1), a larger space should be allowed between 

the two fragments. 
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PLATES II Anp III No. 1782 

Lower portion of a seated statuette of $) 4 Aam-nefer (ism-nfr). Grey granite. 

Height 46 cm. Width 20-5cm. Provenance unknown. Reign of Thoth- 

mes II (?). 

The inscriptions are incised on the front of the long garment of the figure and 

on the back and sides of the chair. 

Front inscription, in two horizontal lines and one vertical : 

— 12 BST BVT ANOS Li TART 
Ao 

On back of chair, in one vertical column : 

2 rai) eee TY es ere 
On left side of chair, in six vertical columns : 

—o [jade me QUT YF? @ a een ee ca 

3) 2 a AS [SOF MTT AAS bo ei 

KASS AN aS IS. 
On right side of chair, in six vertical columns : 

Sa hed 2S OL TUN SISOS 

a)? HASTE ATR 2 2M > RSS eat 

POM Pie Gl T880 Eho tl BFE z419= 
Preservation. Only the lower portion of the body from the waist downwards, 

the seat and pedestal remain. Apart from minor abrasions, the fragment is 

well preserved. 

B.M.Q., XI, p. 191. 

PLATE IV No. 1022 

Fragment of a statuette of “iit Ka-mesu (k:-msw). Grey granite. Height 

44-5cm. Width25cm. From Buhen. Reign of Hatshepsut or Thothmes III. 

Presented by Major-Gen. Sir C. Holled Smith, K.C.M.G., 1887. 

The statuette, mounted on a pedestal, is in a squatting position, with right leg 

crossed under the body and left bent sharply at the knee. The figure wears a 

short skirt and a garment with sleeves, and over the left shoulder is slung a scribe’s 

outfit, with palette in front and water-bowl and reed- holder behind. A partly- 

opened roll of papyrus, held in the left hand, rests on the left knee and extends 

over the lap, passing under the right hand to the side of the skirt. On the papyrus 
B2 
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is an inscription incised in five horizontal lines, beginning at the end nearest to 

the roll. 

SIAC OPRAH IL Oi re 
UM LTLIMT AB lo Se = 6 

Sg earstrp [Ra S OE 4) le ae AO deb ih (DS Be Pe BUM 
= Cea Q 

as) 
cS (5) =) f 

re) 

Preservation. The head and neck are missing and the left hand, which holds 

the papyrus roll, is badly mutilated. Small abrasions have occurred all over the 

figure, and the text on the roll is much weathered. 

BupGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 127; The Egyptian Sudan, I, facing p. 578; WIEDEMANN, Rec. de Trav. 

XVII (1895), pp. 6-7. 

No. 1019 

Door-jamb. Sandstone. Height 1-5 m. Width 32cm. Depth 22cm. From the 

Temple of Thothmes IJ at Buhen. 

-Incised on the front, in one vertical column : 

EE Meat Roller eat, 
Preservation. The monument has been reassembled from the two pieces into 

which it was broken. Small portions have been broken off from the top and sides, 

but the text, although slightly weathered, remains legible throughout. 

BuDGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 106; Ip., The Egyptian Sudan, I, p. 584; WIEDEMANN, Rec. de Trayv., 

XVII (1895), p. 6. 

PLATE V | No. 48 

Statuette of || Sen-nefer (sn-nfr). Black granite. Height 87 cm. Width 37 cm. 

From behind the Colossi at Thebes. Reign of Hatshepsut or Thothmes III. 

Salt Collection. 

The figure, wearing a long wig, short beard and long garment, is represented 

in a squatting position on a pedestal, with arms crossed over the knees. The 

text is incised in fourteen horizontal lines on the front of the dress, in two vertical 

columns, one on each side of the upper surface of the pedestal, and in five hori- 

zontal lines on the front of the pedestal. 

— West DADE WTA RES — be he oh Biges 

Lod DE loIS Te) Sek URI Sa eos 

sett (a) SASS eke lo WT Se oleh © ATT 

NO ATTA AN SSN NGS 
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Mm LUA (See Se slRolaleyel 

2S hoe SOS a er wie St. NS 

an OS he MARTINUS Ao | SSA ss 

ee ee a ole liial—irs 

Lf Dah 5] 13) (on upper surface of pedestal) —~Ak hz wal 

Weg agofl Lo diss dus pages (on foot of dress and on 

pedestal JAB ELALENSISY 10 MUS 

(ERIS WoT ANUS TE thee el SS] Se FS) 
rnc [| Sa ee i KBE, 9) ee i DA 

ee) =| 
GiomOnrNelclen eG cy Van 

UHI Leo KieISIS le Me pT VSepara 

er 
Preservation —Apart from slight damage at the base of the pedestal and minor 

abrasions, the text and figure are in a perfect state of preservation. 

BupGe, Sculpture Guide, p. 154; HALL, Introductory Guide, p. 184; Newserry, P.S.B.A. XXII, 

p. 61; PoRTER and Moss, Topographical Bibliography, 1, p. 128; SETHE, Urkunden IV, pp. 544-8; 

SHARPE, Egyptian Inscriptions, \st Series, pp. 55-6. 

PLATE VI No. 12 

Monolithic monument of Thothmes II]. Pink granite. Height 1m. 68cm. 

Width 1 m. 33cm. From Karnak. Reign of Thothmes II (7). 

Six figures, holding hands and facing outwards, are carved almost in the round 

from a central rectangular block of stone. At each end is a figure of Hathor, 

wearing a long braided wig surmounted by disk and horns, a bead collar and a 

long tight-fitting dress. One vertical column of inscription is incised above the 

right shoulder of each figure: A — leet Wi eta miateealll On 

the sides are figures of the king and Menthu-Ra. In each case the king wears a 

short gauffered skirt, with a girdle on which is incised in three vertical columns : 

Comet (os) \}. Above the left shoulder of one figure is incised in one vertical 

column, under the sign =: —']! (© on @ |S \. The same inscription is repeated 

in the reverse direction above the right shoulder of the other figure. The god, 

who is falcon-headed, wears a long braided wig, surmounted by a head-dress 

consisting of two plumes with disk and two uraei, a bead collar and a short 

gauffered skirt. Above the right shoulder of one figure is incised, in one vertical 

column: ~)“2"} f° 342. Above the left shoulder of the other figure is incised, 
— 

in one vertical column: Woof ofsc. 
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Preservation. The top of one side is broken off to a maximum depth of 

12-5 cm. and the lower part of the monument, including the feet of all six figures, 

is missing. Both the figures of the king are headless, and on each figure of the 

god mortices have been cut into the shoulders for an unknown purpose. The 

inscriptions accompanying the figures are carved on a sunken surface, which 

indicates that earlier inscriptions have been deleted. 

ARUNDALE and BONOMI, Gallery of Antiquities, p. 81 (Pl. 34); BARNETT, Jrag II, pp. 187-8 

(Pl. XXIII, 1); BupGe, Sculpture Guide, p. 105; PrisseE, Revue archéologique, U1, pp. 701-2. 

PLATE VII No. 31 

Seated statuettes of 4°} Athu (itw) and 2s& Henut-urt (inwt-wrt). Sandstone. 
Height 78 cm. Width 32cm. Provenance unknown. Reign of Amenhetep II. 

The figures are represented seated, each with one arm on the far shoulder of 

the other, on a high-backed chair. Between them and reaching to the level of their 

knees is a figure of their son. 4) % wears a long braided wig, short beard, bead 

collar, long skirt and sandals. In his left hand, which rests on his lap, he holds a 

folded cloth. 2S= wears a long braided wig, bead collar and long tight-fitting 
dress.. In her left hand she holds a lotus flower and two buds. 

The monument is inscribed on the sides of the seat, on the skirts of the two 

figures and on the pedestal in front of the small figure of their son. 

On the seat by the side of | 4) %, incised in six vertical columns : 

O fof | Ose se Ss 2) tags ASO ARE 
LO OPER TLE © Mes TT IO ae 
a SS 

On the skirt of | 4%’, incised in one vertical column: 

(CHM TAT O“SNa PS 
On the pedestal in front of the figure of the son, incised in one vertical and one 

horizontal line : 

o> Le [POS S— CENSUS. 
On the skirt of SS, incised in one vertical column: 

SSP AH men WO ae PE [SS 
a | a a CX xn (eS EX A a > 
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On the seat by the side of 23S, incised in six vertical columns: 

(=>) Jo eer apes (2) 0 ne , (3) 2 PPS * an 
§ i} A 

RRS Sb TOL oe WESER Updh J] aS 
Ol) ae as lame os =. 
=—<— te AM OD —> 

Preservation. Apart from the erasure of | from the skirt inscriptions 

(but not from those on the seat) and a mutilation at the beginning of the skirt 
inscription on the figure of | 4}, the text is undamaged. Traces of black on the 
wigs of both figures, blue in the skirt inscriptions and red in the dividing lines of 
the seat inscriptions are visible. 

ARUNDALE and Bono, Gallery of Antiquities, p. 120 (Pl. 52); BupGe, Egyptian Sculptures, 

p. 13 (Pl. XX); Ib., Sculpture Guide, p. 109. 

PLATE VII No. 113 

Statue-group of [}s Sen-nefer (sm-nfr) and |=") \ Sent-nay (snt-nzy). Black 

granite. Height 50-S5cm. Width 58-5cm.. From Thebes. Reign of 
Amenhetep II. 

Four figures, two male and two female, are seated arm-in-arm on a long chair 

mounted on a pedestal, the whole group being carved in one piece. On the right 

side of the chair a female figure, wearing a long wig and a long tight-fitting dress 

and holding a lotus flower in her right hand, is carved in slightly sunk relief. The 

inscriptions are incised in one vertical column on the front of the long skirt worn 

by each seated figure, and in one vertical column in front of and in three vertical 
columns behind the figure on the right side of the chair. 

First figure’ : 

2ST ABT 8 LL eee NI) aS | eas 

Second figure: 

(—) AS Sho a Y — Pwleaws like Nee 

Third figure: 

9 en a PR eB EF em SLY. SS (lS or] Oe Pome 

Fourth figure: 

ee eee canes ele mer Ley |. 
In front of side figure: 

= 5 eel 
Cesky vad \\ 

Behind side figure: 

> [SISTA SOsdaMegarty the Ci] 2 

' The sign in the original is composed of A, and & upon a stand. 

2? Numbered from left to right. 
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Preservation. The heads of all the figures are missing and the upper portion 

and back right-hand corner of the seat are badly mutilated. Minor abrasions 

have occurred throughout. 

BupGeE, Sculpture Guide, p. 187; NEWBERRY, P.S.B.A., XXII, pp. 59-60; Porter and Moss, 

Topographical Bibliography, 1, pp. 125-7. 

PLATESIX No. 902 

Round-topped stele of | S547 Amen-hetep (imn-htp). Limestone. Height 
aon OD 

85 cm. Width57-5cm. Provenance unknown. Reign of Thothmes IV. 

THREE REGISTERS. In the arch, carved in low relief, is the winged disk, 

with pendent uraei wearing the crowns of Upper (left) and Lower Egypt (right). 

Beneath the disk, written vertically between the uraei: (2.81); beneath the right 

wing, written vertically: — (esi | - and horizontally in two lines: >) HAP ©) ME. 

The same inscriptions are repeated under the left wing, but in the reverse direction. 

FIRST REGISTER: In the centre, carved in low relief, is a shrine, on the cornice 

of which are sixteen uraei, nine facing to the left and seven to the right, surmounted 

by solar disks. Within the shrine are figures of the gods Osiris and Wepwawet, 

seated on thrones 3, back to back. Osiris is represented in mummy form, wearing 

the crown of Upper Egypt, beard, bead collar and counter-poise, and holding in 

the hands }, f, f, and 4. Above the figure, incised in two vertical columns : 

WH That eof]. Wepwawet is represented with jackal’s head, wearing a bead 

collar and a short skirt with tail and holding { in the right hand and + in the 

left. Above the figure, incised in two vertical columns : 2, @ rit Outside 

the shrine on the right side, carved in low relief, stands a figure of the deceased 

clad in a tight cap, a bead collar, short skirt and leopard-skin, adoring Osiris. 

Above the deceased, incised in four vertical columns: ™jahin 

@ —~ Sho 7 f— Ad S21. 
On the left another figure of the deceased, similarly carved and attired, stands 

adoring Wepwawet. Above the deceased, incised in four vertical columns: 

ORino~M? FHCSBoOll~ WUE. 

SECOND REGISTER: An inscription, incised in six horizontal lines: 

Oo Wah C4 eSsline rT NERY 1 KkKeS 

ey steee 9 HIRT 2 BIS h lS MSN 
VT SOUS SSUlPUMASSPon SRE 

Puspworses"SSaNMlrerhITe VW 

SJ eS seh TS TISAI 
<= Pe SRAKKan ree 

Soa ll se ae) a to \ysey MY) ox ie 1 AG 6 ee | 
| es (ee = = = ee 

o- TES ———s 

1S ww) eed 

Sse 
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THIRD REGISTER, divided into two symmetrical scenes: On the right the deceased, 

wearing a long wig, bead collar, short skirt and long transparent garment, and 

holding a folded cloth in his right hand, is seated with his wife (?), who is clad ina 

long wig, braided at the base, a bead collar and long tight-fitting dress, at a table 

of offerings. Before them stands a son, wearing a short wig, bead collar, leopard- 

skin and short skirt, with right hand uplifted and holding the folded cloth i 

the left. Above the deceased, incised in three vertical columns: — ]/\33 Is « 

@ avy i «) [(—=)§=. Above the wife (?), incised in one horizontal line: mad 

a h g°.. Above the son, incised in two vertical columns: «> &'== 7 - 

(2) hove. Ina similar scene on the left the deceased is seated with his mother at 

a table of offerings and before them stands another son, Su Tot Reapaye 

the deceased, incised in three vertical columns: © ]\2g(Go ou} i | areata 

Above the mother, incised in one horizontal line: «> d= We. Above the 
xo \\ 

son, incised in three vertical columns: — &'==F—~ © | IN @ TMS. 
Ko 

Preservation. A diagonal break extends from the left end of the second line 

of inscription in the second register down to the right corner of the third register.’ 

\ has in every case been erased from the name of thedeceased. Traces of red 

paint are visible on the bodies of the males, between the uraei on the cornice of 

the shrine, on the sides of the thrones of the gods and on the offerings in the third 

register. Faint traces of blue are visible on some of the signs in the second register. 

BREASTED, Ancient Records, II, p. 325; BUDGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 110 (Pl. XII); HALL, Introduc- 

tory Guide, p. 343; SHARPE, Egyptian Inscriptions, \st Series, p..93. 

PLATE X No. 1387 

Round-topped stele and statuette of 4a\\f Ka-em-Uast (k:-m-Wsst). Grey 

granite. Height 50-S5cm. Width 17cm. Provenance unknown. Reign of 

Thothmes IV. 

The figure, clad in a long braided wig and a long garment, is represented 

kneeling and holding the stele before it. The inscriptions are incised on the right 

shoulder of the figure and on the stele. 

On the right shoulder of the figure: =. 

On the stele, in two registers: 

FIRST REGISTER: A cluster of flowers is placed before the ram of Amen, on 

whose head is a head-dress consisting of two plumes with sun’s disk and uraeus. 

The scene is carved in sunk relief. Above the ram, in one vertical column: 

i) q aoe 

SECOND REGISTER: An inscription, in three horizontal lines : 

— WAH © FiCoslian |" fas Cee. | sa 

AT. 
1 This fracture is not indicated in the copy published in 1837 by Samuel Sharpe (loc, cit.). 
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Preservation. The edges of the stele, particularly the upper portion on the 

left-hand side, are slightly mutilated, but the text throughout is legible. The 

right-hand side and nose of the figure are much mutilated. 

BupGE, Guide to the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Egyptian Rooms and the Coptic Room, p. 125 (No. 

37,885). 

PLATE XI Nowe 

Statue of #4 (e y =) Ss ({ = ff) _ Neb-maat-Ra Amen-hetep (b-mst-R¢ imn-htp). 

Black granite. Height 2m. 80cm. Width 78cm. From behind the “ Colossi 

of Memnon” at Thebes. Salt Collection. 

The statue, mounted on a pedestal, represents a figure seated on a throne, 

wearing the nemes head-dress with uraeus, and a beard, bead-collar, short skirt 

and tail. On the sides of the throne is incised the symbol! ¥ flanked by lily and 

papyrus flowers intertwined, symbolising the union of the Two Lands. The 

inscriptions are incised on the girdle of the skirt and on the front and back of the 

throne. 

On the girdle, in four vertical lines : 

— (=ekIla -GElo- Esato -Ski 
On the left side of the front of the throne, in one vertical column: 

> [Ie ezi=) S$ Gea leit llar 
The same inscription is repeated on the right side of the throne, but in the 

reverse direction, —. 

On the back of the throne, in two vertical columns: 

— fo BeME lu TMT RS is) le4 dh 

SORA OBA se pl aiss | ala SL 

(2-1) ee A? a OL 
Preservation. The inscriptions are well preserved, with the exception of the 

one on the right-hand side of the front of the throne, which is somewhat mutilated. 

The cartouches containing the name of |“ and the other places in which this 

name appears have been erased and recut in antiquity. 

ARUNDALE AND BonoMI, Gallery of Antiquities, Pl. 35; BubGe, Sculpture Guide, p. 116; PORTER 

AND Moss, Topographical Bibliography, Il, p. 160; SHARPE, Inscriptions, \st Series, Pl. 24; WILKINSON, 

MSS. (in Bodleian) XII, p. 47; YORKE AND Leake, T.R.S.L., I, p. 209 (Pl. II, fig. 4). 

No. 38 

Baboon. Crystalline sandstone. Height 68cm. Width 37cm. Provenance 

unknown. Reign of Amenhetep HI. Sams Collection. 

The figure, wearing a ‘“‘ feathered ” hood carved in very low relief, squats on a 

semi-elliptical pedestal; the fore-paws rest on the knees. The inscription is incised 

) 
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in three vertical columns within a rectangle, the top edge of which is in the form 

of an elongated —, on the upper surface of the pedestal between the hind-paws : 

Mm (eis) \tasdenagso
 27 8s QQ. 

(ste) 

Preservation. A portion of the left ear was broken off in antiquity and a 

piece, now lost, was morticed on in its place. The snout also is broken off, but 

this is a more recent fracture. The pedestal is slightly damaged in places, but not 

in such a way as to mutilate the inscription. 

ARUNDALE AND BOoNoMI, Gallery of Antiquities, Pl. 25, Fig. 90; BUDGE, Sculpture Guide, 

pp. 120-1; GLANVILLE, J.E.A., XV, p. 6 (PL. I, Fig. 1). 

No. 1068 

Statue of |=4 Amen-hetep (imn-htp). Grey granite. Height 87 cm. Width 

51 cm. From Bubastis. Reign of Amenhetep III. Presented by the Egypt 

Exploration Fund, 1889. 

The statue, which rests on a pedestal, is represented in the cross-legged position, 

with the hands placed palm downwards on the knees. The outline of the legs is 

concealed by a long garment which is suspended from the neck by two braces, 

tied in a cartouche-shaped knot at the nape. The inscriptions are incised on the 

front of the right shoulder and down the centre of the dress, and are carved in low 

relief in the cartouche on the back. 

On the right shoulder, written vertically: 

— (ey), 
On the centre of the dress, in one vertical column: 

(stc) 

Oo Tee Ss Nia tetas lea!T- 
On the back, written horizontally: 

mo (US aided): 

Preservation. The head and much of the shoulders and left arm are missing, 

but the text, apart from slight mutilation of the cartouche on the back, is well 

preserved. 

BupGe, Sculpture Guide, p. 120; NAvILLE, Bubastis, p. S24 Ele XII): 

PLATE XII No. 103 

Lower portion and pedestal of a statuette of \S23 Amen-hetep (imn-htp). 

Height 32-5cm. Width 55cm. Provenance unknown (Karnak ?). Reign 

of Amenhetep HI. 

The figure is represented in the cross-legged position and wearing a skirt 

terminating at the knees. On the left thigh is a writing palette with two inkwells, 

from which a cord hangs down. The inscriptions are incised on a papyrus roll 

resting on the lap of the figure, and on the upper surface, front, sides and back, 

of its pedestal. 
G2 
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On the papyrus roll, in fourteen vertical columns: 

— APRHPLLL Sho V2 1 Ao 28 
HE Shih iMo-TeSIS=oaMe, 
SO ee 2gScoffow:\e lites 

SS 19 ec I) P= PTOI Hoy VE 
abe “18.13 ROFL. Roo hPa SlSh= 

On the upper surface of the Pei in one horizontal line: 

oS FARMS loft RISys 
On the front, sides and back of the pedestal, in one horizontal line reading in 

both directions from the centre of the front to the centre of the back: 

ie apne aa Walz ie 

Stel Stas REL IMS Sah 
SS % |e \ ase Se 

> (2S estas toe 
SMa lSlLYVMZo soso ne 

Preservation. The entire body is missing, with the exception of the legs and 

mutilated remains of the hands. The text throughout, apart from slight abrasions, 

is well preserved. 

The British Museum ; Egyptian Antiquities, U, pp. 30-1 (The Library of Entertaining Knowledge) ; 

BupcE, Sculpture Guide, p. 154; GLANVILLE, J.E.A., XV, pp. 2-5 (PI. II, Fig. 2). 

PUATE. XII No. 1210 

Statuette of yaf\¥j Ka-mes (ks-ms). Grey granite. Height 58-S5cm. Width 

26cm. Provenance unknown. Reign of Amenhetep III. 

The figure is represented in a squatting position, bearded and wearing a long 

garment reaching to the ankles. The hands are crossed upon the knees, and in 

the right hand is a lotus flower. The inscriptions are incised on the front of the 
right arm, on the lower part of the garment in front of the legs and on the back 

support. 

On the right arm, in one vertical column: 

(—) (oys ) ; 
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On the garment, in five horizontal lines: 

UEDA 2 MTA aa le @ TSI FA! 

nA Sel Ois mee, PSS FV KUCEI OLS | 

faa il RSL YD © APS NBT Oo 
eg 

On the back support, in one vertical column: 

ae ee ed ee P| eer 
Preservation. The feet and front part of the pedestal are severely mutilated, 

but the inscriptions throughout are undamaged. 

= ( 

Bupce, Sculpture Guide, pp. 118-9. 

PLATE XIV No. 1 

Recumbent lion. Pink granite. Length 2m. 5cm. Width 87cm. From Gebel 

Barkal. Reign of Amenhetep III. Presented by Lord Prudhoe, 1835.’ 

The inscriptions are incised on the breast of the lion, and on the upper surface, 

sides and ends of the pedestal. 

Breast inscription, in two vertical lines: 

> [Reto] SOSA) 
Inscription on upper surface of pedestal, in two horizontal lines: 

— (SAFO L Ome YLT 
; Pedestal inscription, in one horizontal band reading from the head end and 

continuing in both directions along the front and back as far as the rear end: 

: Tama ace 
ren (Sid) ee a 

S (GWE es o} By] SAT 
Si) (GD EA ey — (Pye A : 

anh } SSW) zB Seo So [AF ACT). 

Preservation. The monument throughout has suffered severe mutilation. 

Much of the head end and part of the front side of the pedestal have been broken 

off. The cartouches which contained the name of |“ were deleted and recarved 

in antiquity. 

BREASTED, Ancient Records, II, p. 364; BUDGE, Egyptian Sculptures, p. 14 (Pl. XXV); ID., 

History of Egypt, IV, p. 112; VI, p. 100; Ip., Sculpture Guide, pp. 121-2; EDWARDS, Ann. Arch. Anthr., 

1 A small fragment of the pedestal bearing the text marked t—+ was presented by the Sudan Government, 1938. 
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XXVI, pp. | ff.; Gauruter, Le Livre des Rois, Il, pp. 312-3; HALL, Ancient History of the Near 

East, p. 274; Ip., Introductory Guide, pp. 346-8; Ip., J.E.A., XIV, p. 76; LeEMANS, Lettre a M. 

Fr. Salvolini, pp. 64-9 (Pl. XI); Lepstus, Auswahl, XIIL; SHARPE, Egyptian Antiquities in the British 

Museum, p. 42; WILKINSON, T.R.S.L. (London, 1843), 2nd Series, I, pp. 52-5. 

PLATE XV No. 2 

Recumbent lion. Pink granite. Length 2m. 11cm. Width 97cm. From Gebel 

Barkal. Reign of Tutankhamen. Presented by Lord Prudhoe, 1835. 

The inscriptions are incised on the breast and the left front paw of the lion, 

and on the front side and rear end of the pedestal. The duplicate of the front 

pedestal inscription has been obliterated from the back. 

Breast inscription, in four vertical lines: 

i Penihiag Osa my Cu Sane 

(eoT TT AL. 
Paw inscription, in two vertical lines: 

— | (etl: Ja Seva). 
Pedestal inscription, in one horizontal band: 

NM TS BCS) S 4 (SPL) 

(RS ~.e I= Se EMS a 

Je Ms ce Bele GE AT alot. 

pee ceo TRE rl aek 
Preservation. The monument has been reassembled from the three pieces 

into which it was broken. Nothing remains of the inscriptions on the head end 
and back side of the pedestal and those on the tail end are badly weathered. The 

cartouches containing the pre-nomen and nomen of Tutankhamen have been 

completely erased with the exception of |= and part of +. 

ARUNDALE AND BONOMI, Gallery of aes pp. 50-1 (Pl. 25, Fig. 94); BREASTED, Ancient 

Records Il, pp. 363-4; BubGer, Egyptian Sculptures, p. 15 (Pl. XXVIII); Ib., History of Egypt, IV, 

p. 112; VI, p. 100; Ip., Sculpture Guide, pp. 121-2; Capart, Documents pour servir a I’ Etude de 

l’Art égyptien, Il, pp. 45-7 (Pls. XLVIII-XLIX); Epwarps, Ann. Arch. Anthr., XXVI, pp. 1 ff.; 

GAuTHIER, Le Livre des Rois, U, pp. 312-3; HALL, Ancient History of the Near East, p. 274; Ib., 

Introductory Guide, pp. 346-348, Fig. 195; J.E.A., XIV, p. 76; LEEMANS, Lettre a M. Fr. Salvolini, 

pp. 64-9 (Pl. XII); Lepstus, Auswahl, XIII; Prisse, Revue archéologique, II, pp. 608-701; IV, p. 116; 

SCHAFER AND ANDRAE, Die Kunst des alten Orients, Pl. XIII (opp. p. 330); SHARPE, Egyptian 

Antiquities in the British Museum, p. 42; STEINDORFF, Kunst der Aegypter, p. 220; WEIGALL, Ancient 

Egyptian Works of Art, p. 170; WILKINSON, 7T.R.S.L. (London, 1843) 2nd Series, I, pp. 52-5. 

) 
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PLATES XVI-XVII 

Inner coffin of &4 ji Mery-mes 

(mry-ms). Grey granite. Length 

1m. 96 cm. Maximum width 

60 cm. Depth 60 cm. From 

Semneh. Reign of Amen- 

hetep III. 

The coffin, which is anthropoid 

in shape, is decorated on the outside 

with figures and inscriptions carved 

in low relief. On the lid the deceased 

is represented wearing a _ long 

braided wig, short beard, and a bead 

collar with falcon-head terminals. 

On the left side beneath the collar 

are the two eyes, #%. A figure 

of Nut, kneeling with arms and wings 

outstretched, spans the chest. On 

the crown of the head Nephthys, 

with arms uplifted, kneels on the sign 

mm. In front of and behind her is 

carved an ae in three verti- 

cal columns, © D=fell ol 2s 
Ril @ Zag hake. Beneath the feet 

is a figure of Isis, standing with 

arms uplifted between two vertical 

columns of recent Oo Ns Jd 

fl oN S=2lsSss. On 
the lid inscriptions are carved in 

vertical and horizontal bands (the 

latter being continued on the lower 

section) to represent the principal 

bandages, as shown in Fig. 1. On 

the lower section, in addition to 

the continuation of the horizontal 

bands, are figures of gods, each ac- 

companied by an inscription. 

The lid (see Be ie 

Fic. 1.—Corrin. No. 1001. 

No. 100! 

Imetre 96cms.' | 

Lip 

no DLS SAO DISS 
neg q we x ‘ xo dat 

C-D ia t. = (on base) ~—1—> arr fh fT 

A-E (— ee eT eh cS i ss (on base) } 

She 

cat + om L$ 
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FG HANS |e +S = (base missing). 

HI» DAY ES «hy zy (base missing). 

IK oo “P| SURE (on base) SP] Se FPS 1b bee 
ALO HAIG eo |) Sision oS 

FM om TSS Yo§ 5 (9) Con base) 2] SRY Ma, 
HN oo 4) 2 A — eBoy Ly TTS. 

oP oo TTS ASAE Ae Se DSS Uhl ct 

0-Q 9 Tl ee} Piel. mete 

cal Pall RoR Eh be ea ee 

PR P)ssss-Se M0) SIM a eo ee 

SR Pte td SSE PR St US 
The lower section (see Fig. 2): 

Two figures of Thoth, one at the head-end and one at the foot, a figure of 

Anubis and figures of two of the Sons of Horus, each accompanied by an inscrip- 

tion, were originally carved on both the right and left sides. The continuation 

of the horizontal bands of inscription from the lid separated the various figures 

and their inscriptions from one another so as to form five divisions. On the end 

beneath the feet is a large f. 

RIGHT SIDE: 

Only two fragments, one containing the whole of the first division and part 

of the second and the other’ containing the inscription of the third division, have 

been preserved. 

First division.—In front of a figure of Thoth is inscribed in two vertical 

columns : 

149 Se WHA IS © ISAS Se UNIS, 
(Continuation of C—D follows.) 

Second division.—Portions of two of the three vertical columns of inscription 
which preceded the figure of Imsety are preserved : 

— D l Sain lI To es Q. Umm 

WW +4 [LA] = 1. TA! BK 

(Continuation of A—E follows.) 

1 In the original the falcon has no disk. 

* Presented by Prof. J. Capart, 1924. 



Sh 

- 

3 

ESS SSSSSSSSSEEERSSSSSS—_—_—_SSSRS S 

LS 

> 

ia 

S 

Oo S 

=z Be Le 
Fic. 2.—Corrin. No. 1001. c : 
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Third division.—The three vertical columns of inscription which preceded the 

figure of Anubis are preserved : 

o DLE ET @- DT, SO FTA 

ep 
LEFT SIDE: 

First division.—In front of a figure of Thoth is inscribed in two vertical 

columns : 

ae whe: | mee Vale ie Bile pe 7 OOS 

(Continuation of J-K follows.) 

Second division.—In front of a figure of Hapi is inscribed in three vertical 

columns : 

- The MS Shhe., @ Sn ee ie) ih 

Sa) SS a |e 
SAX SS an 

(Continuation of A—L follows.) 

Third division.__In front of a figure of Anubis is inscribed in three vertical 

columns: 

Oo plea atlinays 

(Continuation of F—M follows.) 

Fourth division—In front of a figure of Qebehsenuf is inscribed in three 

vertical columns : 

OD ALS ee) PL mA & REEO) Ree 
=fzemas> ie 

enon of H-N follows.) 

Fifth division—In front of a figure of Thoth is inscribed in two vertical 

columns : 

et 2° Tea no Q Aes 

Preservation.—The coffin has been reassembled from the numerous pieces into 

which it was broken. The lid is almost complete, but considerable portions of the 

lower section are missing. 

BubGeE, Sculpture Guide, pp. 117-8. 

1 The formation of the sign in the original is very exceptional (see Plate XVII). 

) 
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PLATES XVIII-XIX No. 1001A 

Grey granite. Fragments of the outer coffin of the same person. 

The pattern and style of carving of the outer coffin correspond exactly with 

those of the inner. Only six fragments, two from the lid an 

section, have been preserved (see Fig. 3). 

d four from the lower 

Ld 

tIpffpyyww UE. Yity 

yj YY 
Yl Yy YHy Uy Y Yj Z| 

Le WMV HEEL ld 7 

ZY 

~~ 

RSS 

N 
NS WN S 

NV 
RNG 

_ 

Lt _ 
G 

Fic. 3.—CorFin. No. 1001a. 

__ 

Z L 

THE LID: 

ure of oO 
o ent No. 1.—A portion of the right side, containing part of a fi 

Fragm 

Nut kneeling with arms and wings outstretc hed, and parts of the vertical and 
D2 
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horizontal bands of inscription which correspond in position with A-B, A-E, 

F-G, H-I and O-Q on the inner coffin (see Fig. 1, page 15). 

A-B «—) ae { Sle~ Se: 

A-E (—>) eles ae acl Nec (continued below) . 

F-G — De alos 8S es} (continued below). 

H-I (—» : Ny oe aac. 

ee EPR AG iS Pees 

(aq FS soS MSs 
Fragment No. 2’—This piece formed the “ slipper.”” On the base is a figure 

of Isis, standing with arms uplifted, between two vertical columns of inscription : 
: (sic) Tr cos 9 ww 

Dd Stes Pee ol 
_The lower section.—Figures of Thoth, Anubis and two of the Four Sons of 

Horus were carved on each side, as on the inner coffin. 

RIGHT SIDE: 

Only two fragments are preserved. 

Fragment No. 1.—Length 20 cm. A portion from the head-end giving part 
of the feet of the figure of a god (Thoth) and of two vertical columns of inscription 
which formed Division 1: 

Fragment No. 2._Length 70 cm. This piece contains part of the continua- 
tions of A-E and F-G from the lid, and of Divisions 3 and 4. 

A-E — 1% % 

a1 

' This group, which concludes A-B, is carved on Fragment No, 2. 

ene sign + is carved on the next fragment. Of the parallel inscription P-R on the left side there remains 
only | rh (|) on Fragment No. 2. 

* Presented by Prof. J. Capart, 1938. 
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Fourth division: 
(\\](?) 

NNW 

SS 

LEFT SIDE: 

Almost the whole of the side, from the continuation of A-L 

which precedes Division 3 to the figure of Thoth at the foot, has been preserved. 

Length | m. 13-5 cm. 

Third division.—Three vertical columns of inscription precede a figure of 

Anubis : 

Cree da @ Tt BS Lane 

= 3) 0 ey 

FM oy eed ERY ffl — 

Fourth division.—Three vertical columns of inscription precede a figure of 

Qebehsenuf : 

op LA Sse Geel. Soo e s 

Etre 

BN Oo PSR NHN SL, 

Fifth division.—Two vertical columns of inscription precede a figure of Thoth: 

LO], 2 Gl SINS 
The sixth fragment, on which is carved a large §, formed the end of the 

lower section of the coffin. 

oe ae 

1] atol Jz (<—) 

Preservation. All the fragments have been reassembled from the numerous 

pieces into which they were broken. 

PLATE XX No. 657 

Fragment of a stele of |\|\f\s Mery-mes (mry-ms). Sandstone. Height 82 cm. 

Width 90cm. From Semneh. Reign of Amenhetep III. Presented by Lord 

Prudhoe, 1835. 
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An inscription is incised in thirteen horizontal lines: 

=e peepee 

Oe OE Sol JE LEO RS 2H a cal 

a EIe WS 

HESUBNE cae oe a 

eH ody & VE ETT oF Em Ale © KR GY (Sa) ae 

oT Nemes 

ae De mer Aa yore K [le 163 

(Vern) Sch eS IES SM 

{a4 IB LAP LS © TUS" SE see BAC TAD (RS 

JAYS SMe MES19 co F8S Fadl! Sol SL = 

AEM ee rneSed BEC IMDS tan 11) a8 RY DD 
ie eat are eee nna td w enue C2. 1 DN knand St 
cae be SA Sete lhs os) ) To) se | 

SoS i aT ae IS Toy 
Preservation.—Several lines from the beginning of the inscription are missing 

and the whole of the upper portion is badly mutilated and weathered. The greater 

part of the last half of the sixth and seventh lines is destroyed and the ends of 

many others are damaged. 

fx 
SAA 

Bircu, Archaeologia, XXXIV, facing p. 388; ID., Archaeological Journal, VU, p. 399; BREASTED, 

Ancient Records, U, pp. 340-2; BupGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 115; GAUTHIER, Dictionnaire Geographique, 

I, p. 64; IL, p. 14; VI, p. 25; Ip., Le Livre des Rois, H, p. 308, n. 1; Hatt, Introductory Guide, 

p. 350; Lévy, Rec. de Trav., XV (1893), pp. 171-2. 

PLATE XXI No. 826 

Stele, in the form of a door, of )\ 4 Her (fr) and 1 p24j Suty (swty). Grey 
granite. Height 1-44 m. Width 88 cm. Provenance unknown. Reign of 

Amenhetep Ill. Anastasi collection. 

1 Tn the original the lion’s head is surmounted by a disk, 

) 
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A round-topped stele is carved within the rectangular framework of the door. 

The inscriptions throughout are incised and the figures carved in sunk relief. 

The door.—On the lintel, in three horizontal lines reading from the centre 

outwards: 

— 1) STAIN 8 tts sea te eed se Nall 

2) cat | URSLICNE He os silll 

oS ~to Sill 

0) (AS Ue tS ut 

2) (=) WoaSid ley witb all 

(SUBS CUTS Te a tot al 

On the right side, in three vertical lines: 

SPO Wiren lee le Se e 

alee ‘I Vie Shetlet | 

Mies ey =ascltt tatelisls 

LEN esheets} 

3) Joh EGE) ae VO hile S Le al 

wo ee Eo SSS IS 
At the base of the right panel above a figure of A.M, seated 20 a table 

of ee (almost entirely obliterated), in four (?) vertical lines: O SSS oye 

Konno hg. 

On the left side, in three vertical lines : 

(1) Pees ee oss 

wn ee SN ELS HIS SS tt 

2) [NaS ita oo Rh FUNK ST al 

ele el ee 

2) A fe Jo liga pupa Tikes 

Be ee elo ed | 
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At the base of the left panel above a figure of ]=p"4s4, seated at a ee 

Bh es (almost entirely obliterated), in four vertical lines: (—) SBS 2) FS 

ent Pad. 

The stele.—On the right and left of the top of the arch, in the angle formed 

by the frame of the door: =. 

Two registers. In the arch of the stele is the winged disk. 

FIRST REGISTER, divided into two symmetrical scenes: On the right Anubis, 

shown with jackal’s head, wearing a short skirt and holding | a sceptre in the left 

hand and + in the right, is adored by S\ 4 and a woman (both almost entirely 

obliterated). Above Anubis, in two vertical columns: «— | ope 13. Above jx $f 

and the woman, in four vertical columns: Ss; ) | Fe ee 25 (8) SEPSIS (4) moe [|] FP 2898 

On the left Osiris, shown in mummy form, wearing t. ioird necklace Ae 

counterpoise, and holding a sceptre | in his hands, is adored by lap" and a 

woman (both obliterated). Above Osiris, in two vertical columns: — jj} °° 

Mes oe las" zl and the woman, in four vertical columns,  3;)''' {~~ 

$2 (2) 7 BAB a) me Sw ES] ah]. 

SECOND REGISTER. An inscription in twenty-one horizontal lines : 

Yl LedIP RSLS AIS 
MANUDULIIT O° hdo#T I> 21S..=u) 
Th Te race ae 2fotap iz 
Nahe dato Jol S Fo leg 0m 
=a ante Slo iS Sales ie i iP oo?) 8) SS) 

bat ee a eS © Qi aN BES oe) ee e = peace 

oioatial ay yEreen at” Apeles 
Be ieee 7 eee eee ee ee Benen 
Sa i ek NO he oN bef (8) So ncn Ne | ae 
sl TMSa PK 2NeT os MEN OST I iee S 
= SES a fled Sy SEP Se 00) Umm Oe 
ban 8K Sb OR ENS cee Se dF DT 
SS a | ee seer leat 
ee Oe ene ct tee 

1 The sign in the original is the crook without the backward curve. 



he 

on =| 250M BUoDI TSS Se 

won § ED TE @ pgs Sah OR a aS (14) . IRS 

JSancls eo Se A CSS eed) OS 
Patcese tas GT i 

WAS 5, - = Se estas SFA ofS ] a= 

=e 0 Se hy ay, 

ee 2 AOS. ee On, Wet. sh Se La a <> 

SU SRSS tasty iat ed} oy Bao PES.. 

21 12S jl pub MARS, 22-33 — 0,2 Jo ST 

(18) Ae? SS SA WR PL Se oS 

26> SEIT EAS .c. 9) Biehl P aS 

GES sorizl Ss tI Als iie pws CO NI! 

2 $3 USS RP AS ETT Bl Se, 

[Pen OBA MMP BSS HLS Lonke MSI 
~ paced Coz 

aS ! ‘Hoey dS - 

Preservation. The stele is well preserved, but there are minor abrasions. 

The name of 1s “4s in the left-hand panel of the door and all the figures with 

their accompanying inscriptions, apart from those of the gods, were erased in 

antiquity. 

Bircu, 7.S.B.A., VIII, pp. 142-1; Breastep, The Dawn of Conscience, pp. 275-7; Ip., The 

Development of Religion and Thought, pp. 315-7; BUDGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 134 (Pl. XX); Ib., 

Tutankhamen, Amenism, Atenism, etc., pp. 46-54; LACAU, Stéles du Nouvel Empire, pp. 90-2; PIERRET, 

Rec. de Tray., 1 (1870), pp. 70-2. 

PLATE XXII INO 25/399 

Rectangular stele of (oy: = | Neb-maat-Ra (nb-mst-r‘) and (Ada | Tiy (tyy). 

Limestone. Height 30cm. Width 30cm. Reign of Akhenaten. From Tell 

el-Amarnah. Presented by the Egypt Exploration Society, 1924. 

The stele is in the form of a shrine, with cavetto cornice surmounted by uraei 

wearing disks. At the base of the architrave is a frieze composed of clusters of 

grapes. On the side panels are bunches of lotus buds and flowers, each surmounted 

by a leaf, which on the right-hand side reaches to the edge of the frieze and on the 

left covers it completely. Inside the shrine, in a scene carved in low relief, 

Amenhetep III and Queen Tiy are seated before a stand of offerings. Behind 

1 Written vertically. 
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them is a second and smaller stand of offerings. Above them, carved in sunk 

relief, is the sun’s disk with uraeus and }, and radiating arms, one of which 

extends { towards the king and another towards the queen. The king wears the 

hpr® helmet with streamers, and a long gauffered garment with waistband, fringed 

at the ankles. The queen wears a wig with vertical markings and streamers, and 

a long gauffered dress with waistband. She places her right hand on the king’s 

right shoulder and her left across her lap. The feet of both figures are sandalled 

and rest on cushions placed on a mat. 

The inscriptions are incised on each side of the disk: On the right, in the 

six (one obliterated) immediately adjacent vertical columns: «~ (Fi Bizo 

os (Bais. @ \t Rofo ls 4 Ye © Soe. Beyond, in two vertical 

columns: (> = (o¥s | M5, (Ofs . On the extreme right, in one vertical 

column: — & OAiogge . On the left, in the four immediately adjacent vertical 

columns: —~ (fof @i=wo) o (Sais) d+ allo lS tsg ae Hor 
‘8. Beyond, in two vertical columns: «> =| ofS) S| ols |. 

Preservation. The monument has been reassembled from the numerous 

fragments into which it was broken. The upper left-hand corner, much of the 

upper portion of the queen’s body and parts of the right-hand panel and base are 
missing. A considerable amount of the original paint is still visible: blue and 

red on the uraei, cavetto cornice, architrave, bunches of grapes, side panels and 

offerings; blue on the top of the shrine (representing the sky), the queen’s head- 

dress, the king’s bead collar, the mat beneath the cushions and on some of the 

hieroglyphs and dividing lines; red on the bodies and dresses of the king and the 
queen and on the cushions beneath their feet. The Aprs helmet is painted black. 

GLANVILLE, in BRUNTON, Great Ones of Ancient Egypt, pp. 116-7; GrirFiTH, J.E.A., XII, 

pp. 1-2 (Pl. I); HALL, Introductory Guide, p. 348 (fig. 189). 

PLATE XXII No. 24431 

Fragment of a rectangular stele of (24 B'S = | (-2o 2. | Nefer-kheperu-Ra-wa- 

en-Ra Akhen-aten (nfr-hprw-r‘-w‘-n-r‘ sh-n-itn). Limestone. Height 27-5 cm. 

Width 14:5 cm. From Tell el-Amarnah. Reign of Akhenaten. 

The fragment consists of a part of the right side of a rectangular stele with 
raised border. On the central portion is a scene, carved in sunk relief under an 

elongated —, of Akhenaten, seated on a chair with lion-paw legs and with a 

decoration of papyrus flowers and lilies intertwined, receiving offerings. Above 

him are the radiating arms of the sun’s disk (missing). He wears a short braided 

wig with uraeus, fillet and streamers and a long gauffered skirt with girdle. Under 
the feet is a cushion placed upon a low foot-stool. Both chait and foot-stool are 
set on a mat. 
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The inscriptions are incised on the raised border, and on the sunken central 

portion on the right of the sun’s disk and in front of the king. 

On the raised border, in one line: 

Guo =: les = 

oe =H is | 

Apo Sask CB 18) Me} 

oe > GELIETA) e1atek 
On the right-hand side of the disk, in seven vertical columns: 

7 = GUL) Pola — Cet jae) 

(3) Cou ig is 2 MRD fof) jel oO == 

“S 

In front of the king, in two vertical columns: 

— (ETE) @ S52) (MF Ie 
Preservation. The fragment has been reassembled from the two pieces into 

which it was broken.'! There are considerable lacunae in the raised border and 

sunken central portion, as shown in the text above, and the whole of the left half 

of the stele is missing. Traces of the original paint are still visible: blue on the 

king’s wig, the hieroglyphs and the dividing lines, and red on the king’s body, 

the streamers, girdle and cushion. 

BubGE, Guide to the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Egyptian Rooms and the Coptic Room, p. 127; Ip., 

Tutankhamen, Amenism, Atenism, etc., Pl. VIL; HALL, Introductory Guide, p. 355 (fig. 195). 

PLATE XXIV No. 1000 

Rectangular base of statue (?). Black granite. Length 90cm. Width 52cm. 

Height 30cm. From Tell el-Amarna. Reign of Akhenaten. 

Two inscriptions, incised, run in parallel lines around. the four sides of the 

stone, the first in the upper line and the second in the lower. 

Upper line: 

Fo 4.2 Ad Ghelze Sigel) br 

mt OL 2) MT SS (eee J At) gees VSS 
MeopTieeereed wes CINE eimh 
VOR 

OLY 

1 The two pieces were acquired separately; the lower in 1891 and the upper in 1933. 

E2 
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Lower line: 

22S SIBESIS BEN RIS OE 
2ore].2.—I 90) Moe °SIS CUMS Mal ) 
0 AAAAAA (Qn AANA aw a) Rom | —- 

FAN phy aykokes Gi GE Qs ca il ao r © 

Preservation. Apart from the defacement of the name of Nefertiti and an 

abrasion in one corner, the texts are well preserved. 

BRYANT AND READ, P.S.B.A., XV, pp. 209-11; BUDGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 123; GUNN, The City 

of Akhenaten, I, p. 155; PERRING, T.R.S.L., 2nd Series, 1 (1843), Pl. I; PORTER AND Moss, Topo- 

graphical Bibliography, IV, p. 70; SHARPE, Egyptian Inscriptions, 1, p. 48; WiLKINson, MSS. XVII, 

F.D., 1V-XVIII, p. 71. 

PLATE XXV No. 55616 

Fragment of relief. Limestone. Height 19 cm. Width 38 cm. From Tell el- 

Amarnah. Reign of Akhenaten. Presented by the Egypt Exploration Society, 

1922. 

The scenes throughout are carved in sunk relief. The right-hand portion is 

divided into three registers. 

FIRST REGISTER: Only the wheels of two chariots and the lower portions of the 

hind legs of the horses which drew them are preserved. 

SECOND REGISTER: On the right-hand side is a chariot, drawn by two horses 

and driven by a charioteer, bearing Meritaten and Meketaten. Above the horses 

is an inscription incised in six vertical columns: 

eR BES OSHS © SUID 
Dhol OSS BTS) S Se Hl CRT 

© Friel, 
On the left are two smaller chariots also drawn by two horses. In the upper 

chariot the charioteer is accompanied by another person, but the occupants of the 

lower chariot are obliterated. 

THIRD REGISTER: Only the head and shoulders of a person are preserved. 

On the left-hand side at the top are the lower portions of stands for wine-jars 

and the figure of a man stooping with brush in hand before a door. Beneath are 

2) aS traces, in sik vertical columns, of an almost entirely erased inscription : «—) 
2) Shak’ (4) See : a 

A) 

\ SAG 

Below this inscription are the upper portions of a two-storied building. 

Preservation. The fragment has throughout suffered severe weathering and 

mutilation. 

PEET AND WOOLLEY, City of Akhenaten, I, p. 127 (Pl. XLUI). 
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PLATE XXVI ING. 935 

Statuette of ((2 CO OSGe'l| ny ) Nefer-neferu-Aten Nefertiti (nfr-nfrw-itn nfr-iiti). 

Sandstone. Height 69cm. From Tell el-Amarnah. Reign of Akhenaten. 

Presented by the Egypt Exploration Society, 1924. 

The figure, wearing a bead collar and long gauffered gown, stood, when 

complete, with arms bent at the elbow, holding an offering-table in both hands. 

The head and neck were made separately from the body and morticed to it at the 

back of the shoulders. 

The inscriptions are incised beneath the offering-table and on the back support 

of the statuette. 

Beneath the offering-table: 

Rot SC UL te = 
S a © 
<i SRN 

On the back support, in one vertical column: 

— FSS Cofalate | Ce tats | APDueKlH 
Ss a ST Sslt= CRU ine) Te 

Preservation. The figure, which has been reassembled from several fragments, 

is severely mutilated throughout. The face, fore-arms and feet are missing, and 

of the offering-table only the portion nearest the body remains. Much of the 

original paint is still visible: red on the body, white on the garment and blue on 

the bead collar, hieroglyphs and dividing lines. 

No. 21 

Statue group of (28128) Jeser-Kheperu-R4-setep-en-Ra (dsr-hprw-r‘-stp-n-r*) 

(= tins nae c= | Herun-em-heb-mery-Amen (hrn-m-hb-mry-imn) and the god 

| Faye Amen-Ra-ka-mutef (imn-r-k-mwt.f). Grey granite. Height 

1m. 48 cm. Width 70 cm. From Thebes (?). 

The figures are carved, almost in the round, in one piece with a back support 

and low pedestal. The god is represented shrouded and bears the attributes of the 

ithyphallic god Min. When complete he wore the plumed head-dress, a beard and 

a bead collar, and held in the right hand a flail. The left arm is placed under the 

shrouds and grasps the base of the phallus (missing). Beneath the right arm stands 

the king, wearing a beard, bead collar and short skirt with a girdle on which his 

pre-nomen (—) (oO Bet De Peto] is incised. In the right hand he carries a roll; the left 

hand rests against the right side of the god. 

An inscription is incised on the front of the back support between the two 

figures, and another on the upper surface of the pedestal. 

Between the two figures, in one vertical column: 

— oS APT 0 & DSBs) S (Eta Ys) 
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On the pedestal, in two vertical columns: 

(LSB IL) +A 2 Ye sacbi ri 

Preservation. The monument has been reassembled from the four fragments 

into which it was broken. The following portions are missing: the plumes which 

were morticed on to the god’s head-dress, part of the beard, nearly the whole of 

the right arm, and the phallus; the king’s head, right arm as far as the wrist, and 

left foot; the upper portion of the back support behind the figure of the king and 

a large piece from the left-hand side of the pedestal. 

ARUNDALE AND BONOMI, Gallery of Antiquities, pp. 86-7 (Fig. 152); BupbGe, Sculpture Guide, 

p. 125, No. 5; GAUTHIER, Le Livre des Rois, Il, p. 491. 

PLATE XXVII No. 550 

Inscribed panel from the tomb of \\ = Herun-em-heb (Arn-m-hb). Limestone. 

Height | m. 80cm. Width 41 cm. From Sakkarah. Reign of Tutankhamen. 

Salt Collection. 

A figure of the deceased, carved in sunk relief, stands with hands uplifted in an 

attitude of adoration. He wears a long braided wig with uraeus, a long gauffered 
garment over a stiffened short skirt, and sandals. A fan symbolising his office is 
attached to his back. Above and in front of him is an inscription incised in six 
vertical columns: 

GMS STS SBT bd TOS 
Sh ae One a el wees | EE NSS SG mom BO | aan 

hho 4 [Cmonon | aNaNuIit 

WO MIPS oF SSI a Re SHES 
a tw = REt Sm NES LOS 
ren OOS OMAR T doh @ Jv 
AS PHY fm TS SH aS Bal 
2) SPs WS SIN eS TS QD 1! law 

$0 eA St OF Bote = Be dal 
DSuGS 

| Preservation. Slight mutilation has occurred at the base and on the raised 
border, but the text and relief, apart from minor abrasions, are perfectly preserved. 
Some very faint traces of red paint on the body and blue within the hieroglyphs 
are still visible. 

BuDGE, Sculpture Guide, pp. 130-1; PorTER AND Moss, Topographical Bibliography, I, p. 196; 
SHARPE, Egyptian Inscriptions, 2nd Series, p. 92. 
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No. 552 

Inscribed panel from the tomb of the same person. Limestone. Height | m. 75 cm. 

Width 42 cm. From Sakkarah. Reign of Tutankhamen. Salt Collection. 

A figure of the deceased, carved in sunk relief, stands with hands uplifted in an 

attitude of adoration. He is clad as in the foregoing panel, except that he has 

bangles on wrists and forearms. Above and in front of him is an inscription incised 

in six vertical columns: 

o> PIT QSeiay KK PIT Ae 
OHA © SWS Sr aT te oI 
a SAT Yeh pS Nha OY 
PA METS Sta 1d Le lol aia A 

ee ee coe a 
fo Pajolh? h—IPASAV$ol—o.” obs 
ee aol Hee — ae aa 
bE MS beho b1s eS aa 
@ ose © Sh Reg ait ae 
ON Beato — HE a TAS Jen J eee BSD 
13.60) TBO AT TL Bane BBLS 
ab ZIG HTT’ Sill. 

Preservation. The panel has been reassembled from the four pieces into which 

it was broken, but the text and relief, apart from minor abrasions, are perfectly 

preserved. Some very faint traces of red paint on the body and blue within the 

hieroglyphs are still visible. 

BupGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 131; GARDINER, Egyptian Grammar, pp. 291-2; PORTER AND Moss, 

Topographical Bibliography, Ul, p. 196; SHARPE, Egyptian Inscriptions, 2nd Series, p. 92. 

PLATE XXVIII No. 551 

Round-topped stele of the same person. Limestone. Height 1m. 95cm. Width 

lm. From Sakkarah. Reign of Tutankhamen. Salt Collection. 

Two registers. In the arch, carved in low relief, is the winged disk with 

pendent uraei. 
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FIRST REGISTER: In a scene carved in low relief the deceased stands with arms 

uplifted in an attitude of adoration before the deities Ra-Herakhti, Thoth and 

ween who stand on pedestals. The deceased is clad as in the foregoing panels, 

but without uraeus or fan and wearing a bead collar. In front of and behind him 

is incised in four vertical columns: oa a dh ats ey [lg UNSER? See nS 

®t 2° 3 fe Bb RSD ho RE Te aah Slove 
(|. Ra-Herakhti, whose pedestal is in the eke of the sign —, is falcon-headed 

and wears a long braided wig surmounted by a disk with uraeus, a bead collar anda 

short garment reaching to the knees, with tail. He holds 4 in the right hand 

and a sceptre | in the left. eae sane As HN in five vertical columns: @ ¥ 

Te. ©9971 JS RE OMS Bere" © 89". Thoth, who is ibis- headed, 

is attired like Ra-Herakhti, and te ‘holds 0 i in the right hand ang a pees \ in 

the left. Above him is incised, in three vertical columns: 20 (ygl@coo{z 

(3) S*©_ Maat, who is human-headed, wears a long braided othe Sumounted by 

a fillet and the feather {, and a long tight-fitting dress reaching to the ankles. 

She holds } in the right hand and a sceptre J in the left. Above her is incised, 

in three vertical columns: Hy $F @ GT 28 Rota, 

SECOND REGISTER: An inscription, incised in twenty-five horizontal lines : 

YS PSIh VISES SIora Lewis 
MEAN IRAUR LT IMOLS Les 
RISA dT DLN BISTUAS- PIS 
= Shio I Ro [IS PPR LT ers 
“EST Hy KILO +12 Leo beloesld 
HAIN Sted SEIS SFOS 
Sods ep Sheva S21 Se 
Hog “WENT SUSU AIRS 
IE MSHLITSholS OPI DEE MSN 
a dt bul T TLE PHS SLL OHS 
Cust eee +PSSSHaON 
Sol oS LTA RRIT RHE 
SpPUeA TAM Ges ool TDR Pi elem 
=A AP Sh robs haces Sewn RSs 

1 Yn the original the uraeus is added to the sun’s disk above the Pode head. 

2"In the original the seated figure holds a sceptre \. 



se 

eieeatt et, Sc BRP AACS. 
02) RISIS+ MSH ANS RNS SIS —MEN 
MT 09 METS CARAS UIA Se oREL 
MS MMe HVoPA (TSS hobefSQm He 
2992S [al ¥SzU9 Delete h=S2 Ses IS 
SSE AS} 09 Fol Rm 28h SF Seems SB, 
shel YS Sihearh on ISP LEE 
es Jog peg os 21S STII 
529 BAe HfeoW inks iy PS o FoR YI 
Wag le oP IIS l YS bal fh cm VSRS | 
WANS=SFZSINESYS]RSCZATIAY 
ay dey SN So 0 a eS OURS 
2 ES on TQS Gh ae HMC © IGT eh So IAD 
m8 (5) He AA YR ano RAR DS B UU 
See ADS fs? A OO ASL mM Bo 
SJ WY 220 DoW FMS SS 09 2 oMe 
oh GSES SOT MAS 9 2 i—-IxSa x 

Preservation. The upper portion of the stele is considerably mutilated and 

small abrasions have occurred at the edges. Some superficial cracks are visible, 
but otherwise the text is in an excellent state of preservation. The bodies of the 

males, the disk of Herakhti, the dress and fillet of Maat bear considerable traces 

of red paint. Yellow is visible in many of the hieroglyphs and some bright blue 
remains at the edges. 

BupGeE, Sculpture Guide, p. 130 (Pl. XIX); HALL, Introductory Guide, p. 359; MEYER, sz, XV, 

pp. 149-51; PorTER AND Moss, Topographical Bibliography, Ill, p. 196; SCHARFF, Sonnenlieder, 

pp. 58-60. 

1 In the original the uraeus is added to the sun’s disk above the god’s head, 
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PLATE XXIX Now 22 

Seated statuette of =] *=! Ary-neferu (iri-nfrw) and | 4o% 3 Apu (ipw). 

Limestone. Height 56cm. Width 27-5 cm. From Thebes (?). XVIIIth 

Dynasty. Sams Collection. 

The two figures are seated on a Pug incr chair, each with one arm resting 

on the far shoulder of the other. =]*=: wears a long braided wig, bead collar 

and skirt reaching to the ankles. |4)o 4) wears a long braided wig and a long 

tight-fitting dress; in her left hand she holds a sistrum. On the front of the seat 

between the two figures is carved in sunk relief a figure of their daughter, wearing 

a long wig surmounted by a fillet and a lotus-bud, and a long tight-fitting dress ; 

in her right hand she holds a lotus flower with a long stem. On each side of her is 

an inscription, incised in two vertical columns : > S° 2S (LE @ of) SSe. 

The main inscriptions are incised on the sides of the chair and on the front 

of the garments of the two seated figures. 

On the side of the chair below = |*=', in six vertical columns : 

ee LEM o Se foro ee aol eye T 
Ss Use Gi ree oracle 

pesto VE epee 

On the skirt of = []*5!', in one vertical column: 

— B6T Fh (SLY gate ein 
On the skirt of | go}, in one vertical column: 

Be PB BLT ES Go) | Ste Se. 

On the side of the chair below | 40 8, in six vertical columns : 

mo deh ih RAIN] 2) 22 Sao TQ 8,8 3) SO Ral eS 

[242 4 RUS al eho m2 HTS Gov leo 1 
(sic) 

RMS RE 
Preservation. The head of the figure of |g)o,) and the corner of the 

seat behind it are missing. The lower portion of the pedestal is damaged and there 
-are some minor abrasions, but otherwise the monument is well preserved. Traces 

of paint remain: black on the head-dress of the man, red on his body and in the 

dividing lines of the inscription, and blue in some of the hieroglyphs on the side © 

of the seat. 

BupGgE, Sculpture Guide, p. 126 (fig.). 
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PLATE XXX No. 22557 

Statuette and round-topped stele of |= Amen-em-heb (imn-m-hb), called 

=— Meh (mh). Grey granite. Height 41cm. Width 15cm. Provenance 

unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

The deceased, wearing a long wig, is represented kneeling on a pedestal and 

holding before him a stele. 

The inscriptions are incised on the stele, the front, back and sides of the 

pedestal and on the central support connecting the stele with the figure. 

In the arch: In a scene carved in sunk relief the deceased plays on the harp 

before the rising sun . An inscription is incised in three horizontal lines in 

front of him and in one vertical column behind him: ~ {SK J @ & a at See ah 
Cc. Gos 

= 

(sic) ° 
7S 

(4) 

Below, in eleven horizontal lines (the last two are on the front of the ais 

— xfs Pets Ol MISUSE OS 
oF Le IS OIBSQT SITIO (Se 
Patni: OS 28S il ie. a ae 
aT oh LISEO LRH fodGl A 19 [HTS 

SAT ay SSS ios eS Sa 
On the left side of the pedestal, in two horizontal lines : 

= WASABI ATIS@ AISA 
eae We. as |=}, 

On the back of the pedestal, in two horizontal lines : 

wo ug SoS SIO Sit |e 
se: 

On the right side of the pedestal, in two horizontal lines : 

— ©) 3 oc at SOURS (Es a —S Nee I) 

ASO RS ESS PIS BH ET OBAT o = 

SS ilsaR TS 
Below the left arm, incised in four vertical columns: 

eh gee ee et a OS 

1 4 js omitted from this sign in the original. 

F2 
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Below the right arm, incised in four vertical columns : 

— EADS a TE a 8) a OT 
Preservation. The nose of the figure is mutilated and there are small abrasions 

around the bottom of the pedestal. In other respects both figure and stele are ina 

perfect state of preservation. 

PLATE XXXI No. 48033 

Statuette and stele of —||\<~ Neb-ary (nb-iry). Limestone. Height 14cm. Width 

8cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

The deceased is represented kneeling on a pedestal and holding before him a 

stele. He wears a long wig and a long skirt reaching to the ankles.’ 

The inscription is incised in ten horizontal lines, beginning on the stele and 

continuing on the skirt above the knees: 

 * PP ISOURST ed 1S PIO 
MoO TPS ias* Ql © SIMS SRO Dad ser, 
fa YF xf 8) [ope SU) pee A 1) 
Pde ISP 

Preservation. Apart from minor abrasions, both stele and statuette are well 

preserved. 

Novis 

Round-topped stele of |i] Mery-Amen (mry-imn). Brown quartzite. Height 
21 cm. Width 17-5 cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

Two REGISTERS. 

FIRST REGISTER : In a scene carved in sunk relief a ram, wearing the head-dress 

of two plumes with sun’s disk and uraeus, and a goose stand facing each other, 

separated by a small stand holding a vase. Above the ram, incised in three vertical 

columns: + |= @ |ejad athe Above the goose, incised in two vertical 

columns : — on es e (2) 9-9} te J=@, 

SECOND REGISTER: On the right-hand side isa figure of the deceased, carved in 

sunk relief, kneeling on one knee with hands upraised in an attitude of adoration. 

An inscription is inscribed in front of the deceased in four vertical columns, and 

behind him in one vertical column, 

- RRS OTSNEI LO ISS SH 
4) SOUS Lee Jorge” 9) UT gh. 

Preservation. Apart from minor abrasions, the preservation is perfect. 

+ In order to secure a good photograph of the lower portion of the inscription it was found necessary to exclude 

part of the wig. 
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PLATE XXXII No. 24430 

Statuette and round-topped stele of a person whose name is erased. Limestone. 

Height 19-5 cm. Width 11-5 cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

The deceased is represented kneeling on a pedestal and holding before him a 

stele. He wears a long braided wig, a short beard and a long skirt reaching to the 

ankles. The top of the stele is shaped in the form of an offering-table, some of 

the offerings being carved on the top of the support connecting the stele with the 

figure. 

In the arch is incised S# 3. 

Below, incised in eight horizontal lines, 

Oo KASS IT © FSATYU Ole BST 

2S PISA ARSOCFIIDIAS ON eA? 

RE ele PIT REIS OSI Lesce 
Preservation. The name of the owner has been erased, but otherwise both 

figure and stele are well preserved. Traces of red paint still remain on the body. 

BupGE, Guide to the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Egyptian Rooms and the Coptic Room, p. 125. 

No. 2304 

Seated statuettes of Xe Pa-shedu (p;-Sdw) and lle § Ruau (rwiw). Lime- 

stone. Height 26:5 cm. Width 15-5 cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIth 

Dynasty. 

The two figures are seated on a high-backed chair, each with one arm resting 

on the far shoulder of the other. “Se wears a long braided wig and a long 

skirt. **\e §) wears a long braided wig and a long tight-fitting dress. 

The inscriptions are incised on the front of the garments of the two figures 

and on the back of the chair, which is in the form of a round-topped stele. 

On the front of =<, in one vertical column : 

ee SS frees Aa ANA <5 py ~< ws 

(—) 2 ool aa i\sa wv | \ e 

Fm (EG TES! AWW WAN St NWA 2d (sic) 

On the front of **¢ 4, in one vertical column: 

fe a ee, SEE INNIS SS al SN 

(—) 2 ala mona aS ‘cae Bef Qe. 
as Te EP a a a ww © | | 

On the back of the chair: 

In the arch: #5. 
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Below, in five vertical columns, reading from the centre outwards : 

Ao John @ oP fod TI Sets a Tia? 
eae Sl melt amy Oana 
oar taut 

Bi oe Se bf ee BK 

20 SS Sle os 
Preservation. The monument is in an excellent state of preservation. Much 

of the original paint is still visible: black on the wigs, and red on the bodies, 

fringes of garments and border lines of the front inscription. 

BubGE, Guide to the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Egyptian Rooms and the Coptic Room, p. 126. 

PLATE XXXII No. 1332 

Round-topped stele of §: 4% Auna (iwn:). Limestone. Height 1m. Width 
54cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

THREE REGISTERS. 

In the arch is the winged disk with pendent uraei. 

FIRST REGISTER : The dead man stands with hands uplifted adoring the nimt 

bark. He wears a short braided wig, a bead necklace and a long transparent 

garment covering a short gauffered skirt, and on his left arm and both wrists he 

wears bangles. The figure is carved in slightly sunk relief. Below the right wing 

of the disk is an inscription incised in six vertical columns: — fa | \'@ S-~-< 

@ eT, ®— So lPpdly oh! YW. Between the dead man and the bark is 
incised in one vertical cline es » TR —~ ees. Behind him is incised in one 
vertical column: — ) 3 °f2—=2°5. 3s |oq x. Below the left wing is incised 

in five vertical columns : «> ‘f f'~-23.8s' FT © DPR MSN © IL OPO vB w Zee? 
Sho © $9 BMH. 

The nsmt. bark, whose hull, carved in sunk relief, takes the form of the papyrus 

boat with incurving ends and streamers at the bow and stern, bears in the middle 

a canopy protecting the fetish of Abydos “A , two standards surmounted by rams 

and a box. Above the cornice of the box are incised twelve uraei with disks, and 

on its side two registers are carved in very low relief. In the first register the 
signs 4 and f are repeated alternately in one horizontal band. In the second 
register there are two parallel scenes: on the left the dead man, wearing a long 

wig and short skirt, stands with hands outstretched presenting offerings to Osiris, 

‘tepresented in mummy form and wearing the crown of Upper Egypt d, beard, 

necklace with counterpoise, and holding { and 4 in his hands. On the right, 

in a similar scene, another figure, probably a woman, wearing a wig and tight- 

fitting dress, presents offerings to a deity, now obliterated. In front of the canopy, 

* In the original the boat has incurving ends and carries a shrine. 
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carved in sunk relief, are two stands, each surmounted by a lotus flower with a 

long stem. Between the stands and the bow are incised four standards, two 

surmounted by jackals 3\, one by a cult object S and one apparently by an ibis 
.. Below the standards is a casket surmounted ne six uraei with disks and raised 
on four legs. The side is decorated with the signs 4 and { twice repeated. 
Beneath the casket are the signs $ff and +. At the stern of the boat are the 
steering-oars, lashed to two posts surmounted by falcons’ heads. 

Between the first and second registers is incised in one horizontal line : 

— TR SURV a7 ame) eco Ae 

SECOND REGISTER : Two parallel scenes. On the right-hand side the father and 
mother of the deceased are seated, each on a chair with lion-paw legs, before a 

table of offerings, with a low pedestal under their feet. The father wears a short 
braided wig surmounted by a cone, a short beard, a bead collar and a long garment 

reaching to the ankles. In his right hand he holds a lotus flower with a long stem, 

and in his left hand a folded cloth. rae front of him is incised in five vertical columns : 

) | o SPSS & FR —~ ee 3) kK Kw Ae, wie) © ¥. The mother wears a long wig sur- 

mounted by a cone "and fillet with lotus flower, a bead collar and a long tight- 

fitting dress. Her left hand is placed on her husband’s left arm and the right on 

his right shoulder. Above the mother is incised: —)=>"° Qj. On the left- 

hand side, in a similar scene, the dead man and his wife, clothed like the parents, 

receive offerings from two daughters. In front of the man is incised in five vertical 

columns:  ff{--E, @—TTio dds © p—o © th. Behind the woman, 

incised in one vertical column: w ~ s73e20%. The daughters wear long wigs 

surmounted by cones, and long tight-fitting dresses. The one in front carries in 

her right hand a vase } from which she pours libations, and in the left a vessel 

containing incense ¥. Above her is incised, in two vertical columns : SS jaehsb 

2) &3<°. The one behind carries two birds in her right hand and a loaf of eid 
\\ in her left. Above her is incised, in one vertical column: —»'S°'2f°>. a 

THIRD REGISTER: An inscription is incised in eleven horizontal lines : 

— TREN de TOS ASSIS 
Rg MOSS DAS 2S he BIT. 
CIR ie ams Y SEN CE LUTT AS SY. 
THR ag Ss pg TRIS LE wo nef! bw) 

fA soe SSNS AT A 
TR ag Slate RE EY HK els 9 Well Ah 
TR ig dott her TAS Ro AES Sh ibs 

1 This line of inscription forms the beginning of the main text and is continued in the third register. 
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[hii —$icts kiUwe vive Loh Ve 

(hese VIMPINK SK abe ede Sot Sh 
oH 

fA AVF ASTI S BLS RE 
(HS LLY col MF) le FR ee tee 

Re. 
Preservation. The surface of the stele has suffered severely from the effects 

of salt, and despite treatment much disintegration has occurred. The name of | °° 

has been erased in antiquity wherever it appears. 

—~ 
SN) 

BupcE, Sculpture Guide, p. 142; GLANVILLE, A.Z. 68, pp. 39-41 (PI. II). 

PLATE XXXIV No. 170 

Rectangular stele, in the form of a door, of Gxf\fs Jehuty-mes (dhwty-ms). 

Limestone. Height 87 cm. Width 53-5 cm. From Deir el-Bahri. XVIJIIth 

Dynasty. Presented by the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1906. 

The inscriptions are incised on the lintel and sides of the frame, and on the door 

itself. 

THE FRAME: 

Two inscriptions, arranged symmetrically, run in opposite directions from the 

centre of the lintel to the ends and continue to the bottom of each side. 

mo Ae HAN 

QI | wm aaiwat Ss NN 

Shas osetia ae 

THE Door: 

FIRST REGISTER : The scene, carved in sunk relief, shows the dead man, wearing 

a long braided wig and a long gauffered garment, standing with hands raised in an 
attitude of adoration at a table of offerings before eae and Isis. Above him & 
incised in five vertical columns: — |i iia =~ Biel Y Ais oP os td o 

tae 

) 
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|4., Osiris, represented in mummy form, with beard, wears the Atef crown 

on his head and holds the crook { in the right hand and the flail /\ in the left. 

Above him is incised in three vertical columns: © = fol eta, Xo. 

Isis, on whose head is a long wig surmounted by a disk with horns and uraeus, is 

clad in a tight-fitting garment reaching to the ankles. She holds + in the right 

hand and rests the left hand on the shoulder of Osiris. Above her is incised in 

one vertical column: «> °o\'Sa. 

SECOND REGISTER: An inscription incised in horizontal lines: 
C (2) J 

SNe TESS ICS eo RAL: 
TWD S SW? OMS TRS TY 
ay = 6 6 gas ETT ofl SG Ede OST 
MLS Tom MARIE © Emencile 

‘19 eels Sess (7) Hy fa 
a ea) | Ay |e ran 

Preservation.—The stele has been reassembled from numerous fragments and 

contains considerable lacunae throughout. The cavetto cornice is badly damaged 

and almost the whole of the lower portion and base are missing.” Traces of the 

sculptor’s red guiding lines are visible throughout the inscription. 

, 

NAVILLE AND HALL, Deir el-Bahari, Ill, p. 23 (Pl. XV). 

PLATE XXXV No. 803 

Fragment of relief. Limestone. Height 51-5 cm. Width 57 cm. Provenance 

unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

The fragment, carved in low relief, shows three men performing the ceremony 

of “ Opening the Mouth.” On the right-hand side, outside this fragment, stood the 

mummy of the deceased person. In front of the mummy there was a table of 

offerings, the upper part of which can be seen in the bottom right-hand corner. 

Above it are arrayed the following objects connected with the ceremony: two 

nms.t vases ©, four dsr.t vases ZS, three (?) adzes ~., the wr-hksw instrument, 

another vase, a chisel, a finger j, a pss-kf amulet Yf, the fore-leg of an 

ox ce» (2), a feather §, two censers (?) and a scribe’s casket (?). The first of the 

three men, wearing a short wig, and a leopard-skin over a short skirt and long 

transparent garment with sleeves, stands with hands outstretched holding an adze 

~ (2) before the mummy. Above him is incised in one vertical line: «> Beet | 

1 In the original the jackal has a flail /\. 

2 The missing portion possibly consisted of six lines of inscription. Only the lower portion of a bird and part of 

another sign at the beginning of line 9 and Sa, at the beginning of the next remain. 

G 
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“="{°u. The second, wearing a long wig and a long transparent garment over 

a short skirt, holds in his hands a partly opened roll of papyrus. The third, wearing 

a short skirt and leopard-skin, holds a censer in his left hand. 

Preservation. The fragment is well preserved, with the exception of the 

lower portion of the right-hand side, which is severely mutilated. 

BubGE, Sculpture Guide, pp. 128-9. 

PLATE XXXVI No. 301 

Combined libation-trough and stele with angular top of % }\$ Thuthu 
(tw-tw). Limestone. Height 56cm. Width 21-5 cm. Provenance unknown. 

XVIIIth Dynasty. 

Two Recisters. In the angle: SS. 

FIRST REGISTER : In a scene carved in sunk relief the dead man and a wife stand 

in adoration before Osiris. Osiris, seated on a throne sf set on a pedestal in the 
form of the sign =, is represented in mummy form, wearing the Atef crown, 

beard and bead collar, and holding the crook { in the left hand and the flail A 

in the right. Before him is incised in one vertical column : «> 7Adh}@). Between 
Osiris and the dead man is a stand bearing a vase and a lotus flower and bud. The 

dead man wears a long braided wig and a gauffered skirt reaching to below the 

knees. His wife wears a long wig surmounted by a cone and the usual long 

tight-fitting dress. In her right hand she holds a bunch of papyrus flowers. 
Above the two figures, is incised in six vertical columns: —@ Jo\—=—7greZ 
= =) rus |g KSC a a i LS ee 6 SESH dg. 

SECOND REGISTER : The dead man and another wife are seated before a table of 

offerings in the presence of a son and daughter. The wife, wearing a long wig 

surmounted by a cone and a long tight-fitting dress, is seated on a chair with 

lion-paw legs. Her left hand is placed on her husband’s left shoulder, and her 
right hand on his right arm. Above her is incised in three vertical columns : 
[>See Jig. The dead man, seated on a similar chair, wears a 

(sic) 

long braided wig, surmounted by a cone, and a long garment. His left hand is 

stretched towards the offerings. Before him is incised in three vertical lines : 

72°93 3 © > XB. His son, wearing a short skirt and leopard-skin, 
holds in his right hand a vase } from which he pours a libation, and in his left a 

censer. Above him is incised in two vertical columns: — S'S |"-\h. The 
daughter, wearing a long wig and long tight-fitting dress, holds a papyrus flower 

in the right hand and a duck in the left. Above her, incised in one horizontal and 
()(2) 

two vertical lines, » 4.) @ [iPaiol J. 

Below and protruding in front of the stele is a libation trough, roughly carved 

-and uninscribed. 

Preservation. ‘The face of the daughter in the second register has been badly 

mutilated, but the remainder of the monument, apart from minor abrasions, is 

well preserved. Almost every trace of the original paint has disappeared. 

BupbGE, Sculpture Guide, pp. 152-3. 
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PLATES XXXVII-XXXVIII No. 1642 

Coffin of ,% 4) Jehuty-mes (dhwty-ms). Brown quartzite. Length 2 m. 33 cm. 

Maximum width 85cm. Depth 1m.17cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIIth 

Dynasty. 

The coffin is anthropoid in shape. 

On both the lid and the lower section 

are incised figures of deities and in- 

scriptions. 

The lid (see Fig. 4): The de- 

ceased is represented with hands 

crossed over the breast and wearing 

a long wig, bead collar and wrist 

bangles. On the left shoulder is a 

figure of Isis and the inscription: 

+ Sth. Below the left arm at the 

side is a figure of the jackal of 

Anubis recumbent on a shrine, over 

which is inscribed: > | 77 $4-<S.ih 
yh Ss. A figure of Nut, kneeling 

with arms and wings outstretched, 

spans the chest and bears above the 

head the inscription «~ 2°. On the 

bottom of the “slipper ”’ is a figure 

of a goddess kneeling, with arms 

uplifted, on the sign *, An inscrip- 

tion in four vertical columns, two on 

each side, accompanies the figure : 

ODL RR —-=Z&hleo= = 
id eae ee ie aw | 
@ 1 1Spon seed a@—-LAa 
fit=. 

Vertical and horizontal bands of in- 

scription, representing the principal 

bandages, are arranged as shown in 1G 

Fig. 4. Fic. 4. Corrin No. 1642. 

H Silane VS Oat 
CD ni RS : ay 

<a AG (8) fay MeN AMES) 
an Atl <le \\ a(?) 2) : 

Sein at FS ey | 

“Th dh 

2metres 33cms. 

Ue Fea beesiiben AS bs: 

ANA 

Ex \\ 
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Pe peut Seale a) ee 

ao = TIVE ES eS 2 2 
Sp J APY SL BAMA TS 

BH Sb Sh Ido FORTH AM RLS MLL 

pero el a ee Si 
EC OS ath lagna! 
op SU 2 TASH, 
Oe ae ae ees fo inte 

Sos) eee SU ee, Spee 
VG es PL eet Ba ala aS ih fae 
The lower section: The unfinished inscriptions on the horizontal bands of 

the lid are not continued on the lower section, which forms a unit complete in 
itself. 

OUTSIDE: 

Around the head-end is a band of inscription reading from the centre 
outwards: —» DIY Sls AS oS. 

OMB Sled SGU a. 
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Beneath, in a panel behind the head, is a figure of Isis, wearing a short wig 

surmounted by the sign (|, a bead collar and tight-fitting dress and standing, with 

arms eer between two vertical columns of inscription: WH DIY ISL Slh 

Bu => RMR 

io: each side of the panel are large f figures, to which streamers are 

attached. At the foot is a figure of Nephthys, clad like Isis except that her wig is 

surmounted by the sign ]{, and standing with arms uplifted between four vertical 

columns of inscription, two on each side: © VLE Soa SP Slwo=X © BMYAZ 

<eQlleT o SA n i= TSfetoe War slsssba, 
On each side are figures of deities and vertical columns of inscription. 

RIGHT SIDE: 

In front of a figure of Thoth holding a standard, in three vertical columns: 

oS Ts Ps fh ® Hel aC S OS 

fh [AVN me \ (above figure) 8,1]. 

In front of a figure of Anubis in two vertical columns: 

oe ate othe Til 2) (above figure) 5° % 

\ Ga x 
eee (above figure) (—) § S 

lpn 

FRE 

Then follows an inscription in two vertical columns : 

BREE | © | Sor PS WF 

In front of a figure of Hapi, in three vertical columns : 

(—) Be st amas Paes Ceca deal Ui! | O 2 2 MES (above figure) 
y SS AO \WSh—s 

S— SVG he 
In front of a figure of Thoth holding a heat in four vertical columns : 

— DLSPCTHER ONS THOS 
fh [169] =<" HF vom BO (above figure) 85> | WTS’. 

(ay) es 
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LEFT SIDE: 

In front of a figure of Thoth holding a standard, in two vertical columns: 

> DL SPs Ros ® BRN SA Mel -= 
(above and behind figure) aN fh lah ass 

Then follows an inscription in two vertical columns: 

(—) o] YS aie eee 

ISO City BE eee 

ed am sll 

In front of a figure of Geb, in three vertical columns: 

— Seat TH Sho 1S SUG @ aa 
(above figure) J ff) 4. 

Then follows an inscription in two vertical columns : 

© Mitnim@SSsi 2—eeRSalh~ SS. ie IN th Sa) Sa ; | te 

2) Ad Bas = =o 

It AK SKE 

In front of a figure of Hapi,' in two vertical columns: 

— NTS 2 BEF) FAG above seus “Sy 
pal. 

o_o 

Then follows an inscription in two vertical columns: 

— MASS WPL TARAS 
s= 

In front of a figure of Anubis, in one vertical column: 

Pm err Gain 

i T Inn) | www —s a 

( ) EET: | / e OIG] AG) Aa eu \ arg —= (above figure) 

Ly 

| OV) 
iS 

In front of a figure of Thoth holding a standard, in four columns: 

(+) OE ! ONG 5 Sia | 0 a \\ Fame EN oiot 
(sic) 

= (3) S MATVSS TOMI = ane eg 
* The name & l l precedes the figure. 

) 
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INSIDE: 

Figures of Isis at the head and Nephthys at the foot are incised on the inside, 

each being clad like the corresponding figure on the outside. Four vertical columns 

of inscription, two on each side, accompany the figures: 

With the figure of Isis: 
”) 

ea all: 
— SAS 10d 
eg: thee. sot hail: 

SAN aie ee 
With the figure of Nephthys: 

oT PRRs 
— SGS9e hs. 
— Snes wai 
ao S— ih Poa 

Preservation. Both the lid and the lower section have been reassembled from 

the numerous pieces into which they were broken. Neither is, however, complete. 

Some faint traces of yellow paint on the figures and red on the inscriptions of the 

lower section are still visible. 

PLATE XXXIX No. 155 

Round-topped stele of a ,Sf\{ls} Jehuty-mes (dhwty-ms). Limestone. Height 

1m. 21cm. Width 27cm. From Memphis. XVIIth Dynasty. D’Athanasi 

Collection. 

Two REGISTERS. 

FIRST REGISTER: In a scene carved in sunk relief the deceased, accompanied by 

his sister and brother, is represented standing with hands uplifted in an attitude 

of adoration before Osiris and Isis. He wears a long braided wig surmounted by 

a cone, a short beard, bead collar and long transparent garment over a short 

gauffered skirt. In front of and above him is an inscription incised in seven vertical 

columns: rp! Soa gi—2 9 Hlha.k © MASS oOSyNo-RE 

”) <2. The sister, who carries in her right hand a duck, wears a long braided wig 

with streamers surmounted by a cone and fillet with lotus-bud, a bead collar and 

a long transparent garment reaching to the ground. Above her is an inscription 

incised in one vertical column: — leo 3 ley a. The brother, who carries in 

his left hand five ducks, wears a long wig braided at the edges and surmounted 

by a cone, a bead collar and a short gauffered skirt. Above him is an inscription 

incised in one vertical column: -» 4-774. Between the three figures and those 
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of the deities is a table of offerings. Osiris, represented shrouded, is seated on a 

throne .;j, and under his feet is a foot-stool in the form of the sign =. He wears 

the Atef crown £2, a long beard, bead collar and wrist- bangles. In his right hand 

he holds the flail /\ and in his left the crook {. Above oe behind him is an 

inscription incised in four vertical columns: OS Mi ZQeOvc|>h° os 

OR) Col 4 24i®\. Isis wears a long wig with ee surmounted 

by the sign ae a “bead collar, long tight-fitting dress fringed at the ankles, and 

wrist-bangle. Above and beside her is an inscription incised in one vertical 

column | 3" |eah). 

SECOND REGISTER: An inscription incised in seventeen horizontal lines: 

Giddi 
at ema eye TN RAPS RAB he 2. 
Sane SFO O68 Tia SON os 
PO Seere Pope hee Bie © PlSlGe\y 
SHH US TS SS, BIST SII GIS ahed 
=I) AGS oT TIRE INS RS 
BO SMIRK MOVKMRLSETS UNS 
A ae oar © 24192 Se 
So 8 Bo sy @ ofl SRP lileoi ys 
ew ee 
<9 OAPI NEAL STREY 19 STS ZA TBA 
3 I hy ee Be ISD NST IS ® av oh SEN 
SWE SOLS JARRE 1D KUSISTIT LS 
ee ae 
Wg IS PLE MVS Sdael oes 
BRM LATTA NO a pli 
la Fedo 2 IRS? an SHS lU hae 2H Sat 
Cra SM: | 

1 Tn the original the disk above the falcon’s head has no uraeus. 

2 In the original there is no disk on the falcon’s head. 
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In the bottom left-hand corner, in a scene carved in sunk relief within a 

rectangle, a son pours out a libation to his parents froma vase. He wears a long 

wig braided at the edges, a short gauffered skirt and a leopard-skin. Above him 

is an inscription incised in two vertical columns, oy & @ 55h. The parents 

are seated on chairs with lion-paw legs and under their feet are foot-stools. The 

man, who is clad like ,%(\ in the first register, holds in the right hand a lotus 

flower with a long stem. Above him an inscription is incised H 4m f= | |e". 

The woman, who is clad like lex 4 in the first register, places her left hand on 

her husband’s left shoulder and her right hand on his right arm. In front of and 

behind her is an inscription incised in two vertical columns, © |e @ "5, 

ul §. Beside the chairs is a bouquet composed of a lotus flower and buds. 

Preservation. The stele, apart from slight mutilation at the edges and minor 

abrasions, is in a perfect state of preservation. Faint traces of red paint on the 

bodies of the male figures are visible. 

Bupce, Sculpture Guide, p. 130 (PI. MVID)= ips .S.8:4.5, Vil, pp. 320-8; PORTER AND Moss, 

Topographical Bibliography, Ml, p. 225; SHARPE, Egyptian Inscriptions, 1st Series, p. 105. 

PLATE SXL No. 1016 

Fragment of the stele of 0004s Nu (nw). Limestone. Height 22°5 cm. 

Width 31 cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

The fragment, carved in very low relief, shows a female figure kneeling on 

one knee before an array of offerings. She wears a long wig, bead collar and tight- 

fitting dress and holds a lotus flower in her left hand, the right being placed on her 

knee. In front of the figure is incised in one vertical column: \~ era See 

The main inscription, also incised, begins in four vertical columns on the right of 

the offerings and continues in three horizontal lines beneath: 

OWSIZ4e = © MTS © Feel 7 

4) F IWR OSIITUAEE 4 1K 200 foe 

UST ASI LLE Otele ERS Wee 

AM 
Preservation. The upper portion of the stele is missing, but apart from some 

small abrasions the remaining fragment is well preserved. There are no traces of 

paint. 

BupceE, Sculpture Guide, p. 140. 

PLATE XLI No. 295 

Round-topped stele of |g x# Apu (ipw). Limestone. Height 50 cm. Width 

38°5.cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

The stele is divided into three registers. 
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FIRST REGISTER: The dead man, wearing a long wig and long skirt arranged 

with a triangular fold falling in front, stands in an attitude of adoration before the 

deities Osiris, Horus and Isis. Between the dead man and the deities is a table of 

offerings. The whole scene is carved in very slightly sunk relief. An inscription, 

beginning above ae table of Moet is incised in three vertical columns: 

(>) Oh wm SYR 2367 @ | G2 xb] ]. Osiris, who is represented in mummy 

form with Atef crown, beard and back pendant, sits on a throne ; and 

holds the crook { and the flail A in his hands. Above and in front of him is 

incised in two vertical lines: PERE SB (2) OE es 1977" fom, Horus, with 

falcon head, wears the double crown of Upper nee Lower Egypt ¥ and a short 

skirt. In the right hand he holds + and in the left {. Isis, with right hand raised, 

wears a long wig surmounted by the sun’s disk with horns and uraeus, and a 

tight-fitting dress reaching to the ankles. Beneath the deities is a pedestal in the 

shape of the sign —. 

SECOND REGISTER: The dead man, wearing on his head a short wig and clad ina 

short skirt, stands with hands outstretched before four relatives, each sitting with 

the right leg doubled under the body and the left knee raised. In his right hand he 

holds a vase from which he pours libations and in his left a vessel containing 

incense 4. Between him and the relatives is an array of offerings. The whole 

scene, like that of the first register, is carved in very slightly sunk relief. Above the 

offerings and in front of the deceased is an inscription incised in four vertical 

columns: —5=S ver = @ Sy FA Ot me SY) © 9, G5 |e b=. The first 

relative, who wears a long wig nnnonnicd by a cone, and a long sleeved garment 

reaching to the ankles, holds in his right hand a sceptre and raises his left hand 

towards the deceased. Before and above him is an inscription, incised in three 

vertical columns: (~ eae ff 2 .& fl @ i=. The second relative, who 

wears on the head a long wig i by a fillet, cone and lotus-bud, raises 

the right hand towards the deceased and rests the other on the left ankle. Above 

and in front of her is an inscription incised in four vertical columns: «+ ei 

@ 22 @ wl s}S)w=. The third relative, who wears a long wig surmounted 

by a lotus-bud, raises the right hand towards the deceased and rests the left 

on the shoulder of the second relative. Above him is an inscription, incised in two 

vertical columns: «> ¥ @ (42. The fourth relative, clad like the second 

except that the fillet is piiitted from the wig, grasps the right arm of the third 

relative with her right hand and places her left hand on his right shoulder. Above 

her is an inscription, incised in two vertical columns: «~ aN = @ | § Sac) - 

THIRD REGISTER: An inscription is incised in four horizontal lines: 

— LASTHMS PSUR SPP ws A 

SS VIR IBIS WS METI © SSeS S 

Vacs SS Gite © MoV ENS SIT 

Sos ST ork 
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Preservation. The top of the arch is missing and there is a severe abrasion in 

the upper left-hand corner. Almost all the original paint has disappeared, but 

faint traces of red remain on all the figures except that of Osiris, on some of the 

_ offerings and on the dividing lines of the inscriptions. 

BupGe, Sculpture Guide, p. 129; SHARPE, Egyptian Inscriptions, 2nd Series, p. 75. 

PLATE XLII No. 1743 

Fragment of a stele of SQ \—3+s] Rekh-ma-Ra (rh-mi-r)). Sandstone. Height 

57 cm. Width 44 cm. Provenance unknown. XVIIIth Dynasty. 

In a scene carved in sunk relief, the deceased kneels in an attitude of adoration 

before Osiris, who is not visible in this fragment. He wears a long wig, short 

beard, bead collar and long garment with short sleeves. In front of the deceased, 

similarly carved, is a table of offerings. Above the figure of Osiris is incised in 

vertical columns: — fj {'S8. Part of the sign — can be seen above this 

inscription. Five vertical columns of inscription, incised, extend from above the 

table of offerings to the back of the figure of the deceased : 

hee fa @ Fe hol@ SRST 6 Sate 

Is OBER US pe Be Us: 
Preservation. The stele is severely mutilated on the right-hand side. The 

upper portion of the left side is also damaged, and minor abrasions have occurred 

throughout. Traces of red paint are visible on the body of the man and on some 

of the offerings. 

GLANVILLE, B.M.Q., VI, p. 6 (Pl. VI). 

PLATE XLIII INO; 81735 

Statuette of 4] 44 Sen-nether (sz-ntr). Limestone. Height 49°5 cm. Provenance 

unknown. New Kingdom. 

The figure, clad in a long skirt, is represented kneeling on a pedestal. The 

arms are bent upward at the elbow, and a casket, supported by the backs of the 

hands, is held against the chest. The inscription, which is incised, begins on the 

casket in two horizontal lines and continues in seven horizontal lines on the skirt. 

— TEAM OD-9F LS OTST WS A 
Gorka 7 5 ~ oo 

(4) =~ (ees (5) LeTimde igohy (6) [se =" AAA ee 

Vd So” aa | a 2 muon ea Saws 

ees Ty gees 7 ne hl 

1) VA Bo 
Preservation. The surface of the stone throughout is badly weathered and 

parts of the inscription, especially above the knees, are scarcely legible. Traces of 

red paint on the body and blue paint on the wig and hieroglyphs are visible. 

H. R. Ha, B.M.Q., V, p. 50. 
H 2 
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PLATE XLIV Norel222 

Statuette and round-topped stele of J2ts4{ Nekht-Menu (nht-mnw). 

Sandstone (?). Height 56cm. Width 27°5 cm. Provenance unknown. New 

Kingdom. 

The figure, wearing a long braided wig and Jong gauffered garment, is 

represented kneeling on a pedestal. The hands are outstretched holding a stele, 

which is carved in one piece with the figure and connected by a central support. 

The inscriptions are incised on the front and back of the stele, on the top and 

sides of the central support and on the left side of the pedestal. 

The stele: In the arch, carved in sunk relief, the deceased person and his 

wife kneel in adoration before the Boat of the Sun, on the bows of which is seated 

a figure of Harpocrates. Above the Boat is incised in two vertical columns: 

— Sees —. In front of and above the deceased is incised in five vertical 
© ©] aa ui 

columns: © «¥°S OB gaHAr tw LS w Su wo yf. In front of the 

wife is incised in one vertical column: #) So% 54). 

Below, in thirteen horizontal lines: 

o AGS y Ble Pane elif yJS 

a OS TS is BaF i 4 SM ND J 
ST @ 684 6 PIS ee ) Saal 

Ges RESHO BVI al sled Ole 

Te EN = (CIMA 

(10) SN SETS Fok nn Bene) 1D Be | aS ae 

in 02) 2° PORTE = Me 

“ra UT 
On the back of the stele, carved in sunk relief, are six figures, three on each 

side of the central support, kneeling with arms outstretched in an attitude of 

a On the ae is incised in vertical columns in front of each figure : 

(4) (1) SSRIS, A ey EES ERS Hay Resrercesss §. On the left, similarly incised in front 

of san amen :) @) nseeel @ S64 wm Seq qt. 

\e 

3) le 
Oe NCies 

Central support. On the top, carved in sunk relief, are two figures kneeling 
with arms outstretched one on each side of a table of offerings. Above the table 

of offerings is incised in two vertical columns : «> }\ @ 25 
(2)(2) 

Above the figure on the right is incised in two vertical columns : — &' fj @ oh 

{|g 
papove the figure on the left is incised in two vertical columns : Sh 

= il Ju. 
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On the right side, carved in sunk relief, is the figure of a woman, kneeling 

with arms outstretched in an attitude of adoration. She wears a long braided 

wig surmounted by a cone, and a long tight-fitting dress. Above and in front of 

the figure is incised in three lines, two vertical and one horizontal: BS aF'—~ [}$ 

%. |. On the left side, similarly carved, the same figure 1s repeated, but with the 

inscription reading in the reverse direction «~ and with the determinative ‘} added 

after the name. 

Pedestal. Of the two horizontal lines originally incised on the sides of the 

pedestal, only the first few words of the inscription on the left side remain. 

ass LW aos 

P a 
(2) ——) Lies a eaten 1 (2) SKK ERG 

Preservation. Both statuette and stele have suffered severe mutilation. The 

sides of the pedestal and the right arm and foot of the figure have been broken 

off. Some of the original paint remains: black on the wig; red on the bodies 

both of the statuette and of most of the figures in relief; blue on some of the 

hieroglyphs. 

Bupce, Sculpture Guide, p. 125. 

PLATE XLV Nozs1515 

Round-topped stele of 224 Kha (i). Limestone. Height 51 cm. Width 

35cm. Provenance unknown. New Kingdom." 

Two REGISTERS: 

In the arch, carved in very low relief, is the winged disk. 

FIRST REGISTER: Thothmes IV, holding in his right hand a cluster of papyrus 

and lotus flowers and in his left a censer, is represented standing before Amen-Ra 

and Aahmes-nefertary. The king wears the fprs helmet with uraeus and streamers, 

a bead collar, a short stiff skirt with girdle and tail, and bangles on wrists and arms. 

Above him is incised in four vertical columns: — f= ( 28) @  ( Ril @) \ $ 

Od wa). Amen-Ra, seated on a throne 7 which is placed on a pedestal in 

the for of the sign —, wears the plumed head-dress, beard, bead necklace, short 

gauffered skirt with tail, and bangles on wrists and arms. In his right hand he 

holds $ and in his left |. Above him is incised in two vertical columns: 

ole Te ledtt{oe. Behind Amen-Ra stands Aahmes-nefertary, 

wearing a vulture head-dress surmounted by two plumes, a bead collar, a long 

tight-fitting dress with girdle, and bangles on wrists and arms. In the right hand 

she holds 4 and in the left a fly-whisk. Above her is incised vertically: — |Z 

Gite: 3 
@iqa 

1 Tt seems improbable that the owner of this stele was the ~__ Jc) 2M whose tomb furniture is now in the Turin 

Museum. The style of decoration of the monument suggests that it is the work of XXth-XXIst Dynasties. 
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SECOND REGISTER: On the right-hand side, similarly carved, the deceased is 

represented kneeling on one knee with hands uplifted in an attitude of adoration. 

He wears a long braided wig with twisted locks and a long gauffered garment 

over a short skirt. In front of the figure is an inscription in eight vertical columns, 

the first six of which are incised and the last two merely painted: 

(sic) 

eS IMJ IZ @ SHS TM Tl! @ BB CLE Ve 

= (4) fof =? VR] RY 2S © Sh] FO S18 

=j2212 (8) <a} pd} 
Preservation. Much of the original brightly coloured paint is still visible, and 

the monument is complete except for slight damage to the upper part of the 

left-hand side. The ground-colour is a brownish-yellow and the hieroglyphs 

throughout are painted black. Where they are incised, a black paste has been 

applied over a blue ground. The body of Amen-Ra is painted black and those of 

the king and Aahmes-nefertary red. 

PLATE XLVI No. 989 

Stele of an unnamed person. Limestone. Height 50°5cm. Width 31°5 cm. 

Provenance unknown. New Kingdom. Presented by Howard Carter, Esq., 

1926. 

FIRST REGISTER: In a scene carved in sunk relief the deified Amenhetep I and 
Nefertary are seated on a throne ;} under a date-palm at a table of offerings 

beneath which is a bouquet of lotus flowers and buds. Amenhetep I, who wears a 

short wig, bead collar and counterpoise, and a long garment reaching to the ankles, 

holds + in the right hand and { in the left. Above him is incised, in two vertical 

columns: — jf (ou a te (gaol! Nefertary, who wears a vulture head-dress 

with two plumes, holds in one hand a fly whisk. In front of her is incised, in one 

vertical column : mo qZ(sr Sue The feet of both figures rest on a footstool. 
—> Sic) 

SECOND REGISTER: On the left is the trunk of the palm tree which extends to 

the first register. On the right, also carved in sunk relief, the deceased, wearing 

a gauffered skirt reaching to the knees, kneels with hands raised in an attitude of 

adoration. 

In front of the deceased is an inscription, incised in four vertical lines: 

> FOEDK We ofSISo¥aK Yop 
(SP GIES 

Preservation. Both text and relief are well preserved. No traces of paint 

remain. 
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PLATE XLVII No. 422 

Offering-table of '\\\4{ May (mcy). Limestone. Length 39cm. Width from 

spout to front 38 cm. Provenance unknown. 

The customary offerings of food and drink, carved in low relief, occupy the 

whole of the table, with the exception of a raised rim. On the rim are incised two 

inscriptions, beginning on either side of the spout and continuing in opposite 

directions to the middle of the front. 

==] oS |] Re aes Cee el a — 

(——>) ieee { O Si SZ A ears — — 0; 

Sy SNP RRAAAE eee et pa — mas ie Se eae ee 

PSone bt BAY (). 

—WAMEEM TBS heen elds 
Stak — GIS 

Preservation. There are small abrasions both on the raised rim and on the 

table itself, but some of the damage, notably that in the upper left-hand corner, 

must date from antiquity, because the inscription has been cut over lta orcas 

no trace of paint. 

Bunce, Sculpture Guide, p. 153. 

No. 593 

Offering-table of © ® J Xp Ra-uben (r‘-wbn) and Ths o Nebt-Aunu 

(nbt-iwnw). leestone Length 49 cm. Width from spout to front 43 cm. 

- Provenance unknown. New Kingdom. 

The customary offerings of food and drink, carved in low relief, occupy the 

whole of the table, with the exception of a raised rim. On the rim are incised two 

inscriptions, beginning on either side of the spout and continuing in opposite 

directions to the middle of the front. 

— Asslod At ea T de = 

o Tivol ohei Sli ISL 

a ail oo ASST. 8 Spon mised Ree « 

Ged ft Sis hSAl(D)- 
Preservation. Apart from several abrasions and slight mutilation of the raised 

rim, the table is well preserved. There is no trace of paint. 

pr 

BupGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 153. 

1 In the original there are no loaves of bread on the table. 
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PLATE XLVIII No. 594 

Offering-table of =3\p J" x# Ra-uben (r--wbn). Limestone. Length 37 cm. 

Width from enon to front 30 cm. Provenance unknown. New Kingdom. 

The customary offerings of food and drink, carved in low relief, occupy the 

whole of the table, with the exception of a raised rim. On the rim are incised two 

inscriptions, beginning on either side of the spout and continuing in opposite 

directions to the middle of the front. 

— Use Se he NS Ho 
=[o ao yl o SI. 

mo lARa TS a Uo iene) 7 lS ae aise eee 

i 4 oth) a EI 
Preservation. The table has suffered slight mutilation, especially on the raised 

rim, and several small abrasions have occurred, but otherwise it is well preserved. 

There is no trace of paint. 

BupGE, Sculpture Guide, p. 104. 

PLATES XLIX-L No. 468 

Pyramidion. Limestone. Height 37 cm. Approximate width of sides 25 cm. 

Provenance unknown. New Kingdom. 

Scenes, accompanied by inscriptions, are incised on all four sides of the 

pyramidion. 

Side 1. Ra-Herakhti, with falcon head surmounted by the solar disk with 

uraeus and holding }, is seated within his bark. Before him, fixed into the hull 

of the bark is the sign]. Behind are the two steering-oars, lashed to poses Above 

the bark is incised in three vertical columns: 2% 4 KE WHE Be ~ @) Gf! 

= © WSR. 
Side 2. A man and a woman stand with hands upraised in an attitude of 

adoration. The man is clad in a long wig and a long skirt reaching to the ankles. 
The woman wears a long wig, surmounted by a cone and fillet with lotus-bud and 

flower, and a long gauffered gown probably worn over a tight-fitting dress. 
“hl Soe tea as it 

Above the ae is incised in three vertical columns: — (| S—=f§ TIS 

Ale eo Fijepaad. 

Side 3. Ra-Herakhti is represented in the form of a falcon whose head is 
surmounted by the solar disk with uraeus. Before him is a large {. In front of 

and behind him is incised in two vertical columns: © —°]f@ (KS. ==> J 
ei 

R—— —* 



S| 

Side 4. Two men, wearing long wigs and skirts reaching to the ankles, stand 

with hands upraised in an attitude of adoration. Above, in front of and behind 

the left-hand figure is incised in two vertical columns: @) JY j=! 93,9 Ah 2 

ido Wm SsSH—iSTSal(T al. 
Above and behind the right-hand figure, incised in one vertical column, — | 

ageisttne —J eS Sta loaned 

pee | a Ee ae 

Preservation. The apex, angles and base of the pyramidion are severely 

mutilated. There is no trace of paint. 

BupGeE, Sculpture Guide, p. 126. 
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